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The Other Is Family
The Kalamazoo College experience

of Andreea Balan ’07 makes her
at home in the world

Andreea Balan takes a patient history
from a Nigerian woman with help from
her Christian Medical Fellowship
interpreter, Ifeanyl Chukuka.
The cover photo shows a gathering of
patients for the makeshift hospital in
which Andreea served. A team of
American and African health care
professionals treated more than 4,000
patients in seven days.

Office of College Communication
1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006



Filling
EMPTY

What good is art to a starving stomach? How
do you fight hunger with an empty bowl?
Breigh Montgomery ’06 came up with
answers to these questions and, with a little
help from friends, used empty bowls to fill
the plates of people in need of food, in
Kalamazoo and throughout the world.

Her classics course (“Cool Cities Ancient
and Modern: Carthage and Kalamazoo,”
taught by Anne Haeckl and Elizabeth
Manwell) inspired her to act, and her art
class (“Ceramic Hand Building,” taught by
Sarah Lindley) provided a strategy for action.
But many a bold endeavor requires allies,
and for these Breigh drew on her connec-
tions as a veteran of service-learning
programs at Kalamazoo College.

t all began in “Cool Cities,” where
Breigh and four classmates researched
hunger and its effects in the Kalamazoo

community and the world. What she learned
(that nearly a quarter of Kalamazoo residents
live in poverty and go hungry) she couldn’t
ignore, and she felt she must somehow
incorporate a stand against hunger into her
Senior Individualized Project (SIP) in art.
But how? The practical art of ceramic
bowls—used as gifts of appreciation for
funds against hunger, and as symbols of
remembrance of our obligation as humans to
address the issue. Breigh’s SIP would be to
organize an “Empty Bowls” event at
Kalamazoo College.

I

Some 500 bowls were created for the
“Empty Bowls” fundraising event.

Breigh Montgomery (left photo, left)
and Cindy Flickinger, Sodexho, prepare
soup for the “Empty Bowls” fundraising
event.

As people arrived at the event, they
each chose a bowl to keep.

or one day in April, Nelda K. Balch
Playhouse appeared to be a battlefield

hospital. More than 40 students were
wrapping or being wrapped in plaster bandages.
The bandages then hardened to become casts for
neoprene bodies that later were put together to
become the proscenium of the stage for Festival
Playhouse’s production of The Imaginary Invalid.

The arch of body casts made from and by
Kalamazoo College students was the brainchild
of Jon Reeves, visiting instructor of theatre arts
and director of technical theatre and design. To
create this unusual stage setting he enlisted the
help of Sarah Lindley, art professor, and her
sculpture class; Todd Espeland, acting professor
and professional mask maker; and other students
from the art and theatre arts departments.

The Imaginary Invalid, a classic comedy of the
French Renaissance by Jean Baptiste Moliére,
has delighted audiences for more than 300 years
and opened at Kalamazoo College in May under
its unusual proscenium to an enthusiastic and
appreciative audience. Moliére writes with great
wit and insight in this story of a hypochondriac
who battles his doctors and his family while
attempting to maintain control of his household.
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That event was modeled after a 16-year-old idea of a
Michigan high school teacher to raise money to provide
support for food banks, soup kitchens, and other organizations
to fight hunger. Participants create ceramic bowls, enough for
each guest invited to gather and share a simple meal of soup
and bread. Donations to join this shared meal are used to fight
hunger, and the donors take an empty bowl home as a
reminder of hunger in the world.

Step one for Breigh: make enough bowls, up to 500! For
this step Breigh enlisted the help of Sarah Lindley's ceramics
class. Students in that class, which is a service-learning course,
taught pottery workshops for students of Woodward
Elementary School and for homeless individuals at the
Ministry with Community. Those artists, young and old, along
with Kalamazoo Central High School students in the AMIGOS
program (another Kalamazoo College service-learning effort),
current and former “K” ceramics students, and local artists
donated the bowls they created.

Step two, make the community aware of the issue and
interested in attending the shared meal event. Breigh’s class-
mates from “Cool Cities” (another service-learning course, by
the way) presented their research on hunger to various
community forums, and Breigh did a great deal of public
relations work with local media.

Step three, secure donations—food, art supplies, people’s
time and effort—to achieve minimal overhead costs, so that
every dollar donated goes to the fight against hunger. Sodexho,
the College’s food service vendor, and a local bakery, Sarkozy's,
were among several local restaurants contributing food for the
open house. And the Kalamazoo Community Foundation
provided the grant to purchase the materials for the pottery
workshops.

As a result of Breigh’s SIP, on an evening in March, more
than 450 community members, as well as students, faculty,
and staff of Kalamazoo College shared a simple meal in Welles
Hall, and $5,500 was raised. Of
that, $1,500 was donated to
“Women in Livestock
Development,” a Heifer
International project, and $4,000
was donated to Kalamazoo Loaves
and Fishes. Both organizations seek
to address the problem of hunger,
locally and throughout the world.

That night Anne Haeckl and
Elizabeth Manwell watched donors
fill tables with bowls and sip the
soup and break bread donated by
area restaurants. “Who could have
imagined that all this,” Anne said,
“would spring, in part, from a
‘Cool Cities’ class in archaeology?
What we found was that poverty
runs through the ages, and just as it
was invisible in the ancient city of

Carthage, it is nearly invisible today in Kalamazoo and
elsewhere in the world. When we dig into old ruins, we find
the remnants of grand mansions and the jewels of the wealthy.
The poor leave only dust.”

“We were as stunned as Breigh to learn how much hunger
exists right here in our community,” added Elizabeth. “The
collaboration between our students and professors, between
subject areas as diverse as archaeology, art, and English, taught
all of us something we did not know. It made us aware.”

As guests at the event carefully chose a bowl, each one a
different shape and size, Sarah Lindley commented on an apt

symbolism. “Each of us, often through circumstances over
which we have no control, is handed our lot in life, just as one
guest may have a bowl so small it can hold only a little soup,
while another is able to find a bowl large enough for a full
meal.” To what, if anything, does this inequity obligate us?

Around the world, an estimated 1 billion people suffer
from hunger and malnutrition. Breigh said: “We live in the
richest country in the world and we have plenty of food for
everyone, but 30 million children went hungry in 2005. More
than 35 million Americans have no idea where their next meal
is coming from.

“Seemingly small donations make a difference,” Breigh
added. “Just five dollars allows Kalamazoo Loaves and Fishes
to buy six meals for a hungry person.”

Breigh hopes Empty Bowls will become an annual
fundraising event at Kalamazoo
College. A La Plante scholar (an
award encouraging student leader-
ship in service-learning and named
for the late Marilyn LaPlante, dean
of students and vice president for
experiential education) and art and
art history major, Breigh graduated
in June, but not before she earned a
Star Award from the Greater
Kalamazoo Volunteer Center for
her outstanding volunteer service
to the community.

“We were as stunned as
Breigh to learn how much
hunger exists right here
in our community”

Breigh teaches a young artist
how to roll a "snake" for a
coil pot.
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WHAT'S HAPPENING ON CAMPUS?
Planning a visit to Kalamazoo College?
Check the Kalamazoo College news Web
site for the latest information about
campus events. Calendar listings are
regularly updated at
http://www.kzoo.edu/pr/calevent/index.html

Salam aleicum. Peace Be Upon You,
Says This Student
by Jeff Palmer ’76

The story of Andreea Balan ’07 (shown above at left in
Egypt with her friend Sara Hamad al-Kafani) is a quintes-
sential Kalamazoo College experience, in this case encom-
passing Kalamazoo, Connecticut, Egypt, and Nigeria
(front cover). It’s a story that shows the potential to heal
and save the world. About the same time we were
gathering information on this story Harper’s magazine
(April 2006) reprinted an essay (“A Natural History of
Peace”) that had appeared in the January/February issue
of Foreign Affairs. The author was Robert Sapolsky, noted
primatologist and a professor of neurology at Stanford
University. We found the following quote from that essay
particularly relevant to Andreea Balan’s Kalamazoo
College experience (the italics are ours). “One often
encounters a pessimism built around the notion that
humans, as primates, are hardwired for xenophobia. Some
brain-imaging studies appear to support this view in a
particularly discouraging way. Experiments have shown
that when subjects are presented with a picture of
someone from a different race, the amygdala—a structure
in the brain associated with fear and aggression—is stim-
ulated. More recent studies, however, should mitigate this
pessimism. Test a person who has a lot of experience with
people of different races, and the amygdala does not activate.
Or subtly bias the subject beforehand to think of people as
individuals rather than as members of a group, and the
amygdala does not budge. Humans may be hardwired to
get edgy around the Other, but our views on who falls
into that category are remarkably malleable.”
(story on page 20)

LuxEsto is based on the College's
official motto, Lux esto, "be light."

FEATURES

16 Engineering Education
Most people don’t think of
Kalamazoo College when
they think of schools of
engineering. Kelly
Karakashian ’04 thinks that
should change. Her two
years at the University of
Michigan—the “2” in
Kalamazoo College’s 3-2
Engineering Program—
confirmed her opinion.

24 Film Fan Man
by Jeff Palmer ’76
One way to get your movie
reviews published is to start
your own magazine. You can
get that kind of moxie from
Kalamazoo College.

And a “This I Believe…”;
the return of Bill Williams
’71; Senior Breigh
Montgomery and friends use
empty bowls to address
hunger; the double entendre
of a certain casting call;
Zinta Aistars’s stories on the
College chaplain and
novelist Dominic Smith ’89;
plus lots of letters, class
notes, three reunion
pictures, campus notables,
and more …

DEPARTMENTS
3 Letters

30 Notables
36 Class Notes

A fellowship in learning:
at home in the world

Correction
On page 3 of the Spring
issue we used the word
“alumni” in reference to an
alumna. We apologize for
the error.
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Associate Provost and Associate Professor of Theatre Arts Lanny Potts rarely shares correspondence
from former students. But the e-mail he received from Anna Fleury ’01 last January was special enough
for Lanny to break his taboo. Lanny wrote, “It is a wonderful narrative account of what I believe
reflects one aspect of what is the very best of our study abroad program and being a Kalamazoo College
student—a ‘farther journeyer’ so to speak.

“Anna is a former student who majored in English, served as “director” for the Frelon Dance
Company, and worked with me hanging lights for numerous theatre productions. She ended up teaching
at the International Academy in Detroit, a position that she landed in part because of her international
experience at Kalamazoo College (she studied abroad in Kenya).

“At the International Academy she launched a dance program and also directed the theatre
program. She hired another Kalamazoo College graduate, Timo Aker ’03, to work for her for one
semester. In the intervening years, Kalamazoo College has been the beneficiary of a good number of
their students. And those students are agog about how ‘wonderful’ are ‘Ms. Fleury’ and ‘Mr. Aker.’ In
fact I’ve had graduates of the International Academy whom I’ve never met e-mail me for technical
advice. Obviously Anna and Timo have established a deep and enduring rapport with their students
who, through Anna and Timo, establish a relationship with Kalamazoo College. Kinda neat.

“Last year Anna decided to pull up stakes and work down in San Jose, Costa Rica. She relates
some of her experiences below in a wonderful account of living in a different culture. And in her words I
can hear that particular joy of a Kalamazoo College graduate—the happiness of being at home most
anywhere in the world.”

Well, LuxEsto enjoyed Lanny’s letter and Anna’s. With her permission, we reprint her letter below.

January 2006

After two weeks in the cold and snow of Michigan,
I have returned safely to the sun of San Jose and its
consistent 75-degree temperature. At this time, San
Jose also enjoys a great deal of consistent wind as
well, and although the wind lowers the temp a bit,
it adds a degree of character that I quite enjoy. Of
course I might enjoy that wind more from the deck
of a sailboat off the coast of Costa Rica, but we
cannot have everything.

Most of Tico culture exists behind the front
doors of homes, making each family a unique
culture. Most free time is spent with the family, but
within the family traditions vary. To participate in
Tico culture, it is necessary to have a Tico family.
But there are some cultural quirks I see behind and
beyond the front doors that are fun to share. Here
is my list.

Quirk One: Kissing EVERYONE on the cheek.
No matter what the situation is, you must greet
everyone in the room with a kiss on the cheek.
And when you leave, you must kiss the cheek of
every person in the room. This makes for some
very awkward moments when one is a complete

stranger to half the people in the room. I am not
used to kissing people whose names I do not even
know.

Quirk Two: Giving directions. I’ve learned to
never assume that a Tico providing me directions
actually knows where those directions lead. This
behavior, which may seem bizarre to us, derives
from the extraordinary (sometimes to a fault)
politeness of this culture. Better to send you
somewhere—anywhere—than not offer help when
asked. And, I guess, who’s to say that the unexpect-
ed destination won’t be more wonderful than the
one you had in mind? Fortunately, I rarely
encounter this predicament, as I do not speak
enough Spanish to ask for directions, and certainly
do not speak enough Spanish to remotely under-
stand any directions more complicated than “left”
and “right.”

Quirk Three: Directions in general. Because
there are no street names or signs in Costa Rica,
directions often become a topographical adventure.
In Escazu, for example, two mango trees are used
for waypoints. “First mango tree” and “second
mango tree.” I do not know who decided—or by
what measure (age? some specific but now
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unknown directional orientation?)—which tree was
“first” and which “second,” but it seems to be
generally understood. Matters grew complicated
when the “second” mango tree was cut down about
four years ago. So, when directed to “turn left 70
meters past the second mango tree,” your memory of
former tree locations had better be accurate.

Quirk Three-and-a-half: An extension of
number three. There is an inherent problem with
mailing addresses. How does one indicate a letter’s
destination without street names? My address here
(no joke) is: “50 meters south of the second
cemetery of Escazu, condominiums on the left, #5.”
As with the mango trees, the origin of cemetery
order—“first” v. “second”—is a mystery. But that is
truly the address that appears on my bills, which
may explain why they often arrive after their
payment due date.

Quirk Four: My maid turns the toaster upside
down on the counter every time she cleans, and
leaves it that way. I have yet to figure out why.

Quirk Five: Clothes Dryers. When my room-
mate and I first arrived at our new place, we were
excited to discover that our washing machine also
had a “Dry Cycle.” But we wondered how it would
work. Turns out that the “Dry Cycle” in Costa Rica
is actually an additional high-velocity spin cycle with
a little lint sock included. Also turns out it’s a fairly
ineffective feature. We bought an American model
two weeks later.

Quirk Six: Clothes four sizes too small. I have
never seen so many breasts! Women wear shirts,
jeans, skirts, and whatever else small and tight
enough to reshape the body into a combination of
bulges sprouting from all manner of locations. If
these bulges had names they would be something
like “Midriff Pops,” “Triceps Seam Strain,” “Hip
Roll,” and the fairly common (and ‘it’s-got-to-be
painful’) “Anti-gravity Boobs-Up.” I have a friend
who calls the women who dress in clothes this tight

(and there are many): the “Sausage People.”
Quirk Seven: People bike in the lanes on the

expressway. A lot. Much to the consternation of those
of us trying not to hit them. Of course, maybe these
bicyclists are trying to avoid traffic lights and intersec-
tions (see Quirk Eight).

Quirk Eight: Honking. Honking your horn here
rarely signifies, “Look out.” Here car horns have a far
larger vocabulary, and their honks can mean anything
from “Hey! What’s up?” to “I missed seeing you the
other day, give me a call,” to “Hot girl, hot girl, look at
me! I think I’m hot stuff.” Of course, precise transla-
tion of any given car horn would be easier if there
weren’t so many of them “shouting” at once (particularly
on Saturday mornings). When I hear a honk (and this
is advice I’d give to any woman here), I just keep my
head down to discourage more noise.

People also honk their horns when they believe a
red light is about to turn green, reminding all “stake-
holders” in that particular intersection at that particular
moment that red and green are really more like “sugges-
tions” than they are hard-and-fast “rules.” Translation:
when a light turns green for you, be sure to first yield
to the four or five cars speeding through the red.

Quirk Nine: The holes in the pavement are so
massive and deep that I have lost students in them! I’m
convinced one particular hole on the way to the ice
cream store is going to get me before I leave.

One night outside my local bar, a Toyota hit a pot-
hole so big its two back tires lost contact with the
ground and spun futilely in mid-air. Fortunately there
were plenty of drunk men in the pub who were willing
to exert their manliness. Together they lifted the car
from the pothole and sent it on its way amidst much
cheering and jeering.

Quirk Ten: The men here dance. And take their
dancing more seriously than I take mine. I love this!

LETTERS

A view from Anna Fleury’s condo just outside San
Jose. Perhaps somewhere down there is the “first”
mango tree, or the stump of the “second.”

Anna and a friend float down the Sarapiqui River in search
of monkeys and caymans.

Anna’s capture of this
expression of a tree frog
shows her skill as an
amateur photographer.
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Mr. Becker. The grace shown by Mr. Becker—who
was not merely the dean of men and a part-time psy-
chology instructor when he was dismissed without
notice, but also an alumnus of “K”—in forgiving his
alma mater and allowing his sons and grandson to
attend Kalamazoo, without ever revealing to them
the shabby treatment he received at its hands, is
truly remarkable. His lack of bitterness or anger
toward the College (“I never rode that horse,” as he
puts it) is an inspiration. Finally, Mr. Becker’s
courage in standing up for what he knew was right,
despite the raging storm of McCarthyism sweeping
America, is especially relevant today, given the
current administration’s repugnant philosophy that
wrongly equates dissent with disloyalty.

Jeff Rubin ’85

Dear Editor:

I did a double take when I saw a familiar photo in
the body of the story, “Facing Shadows,” by Jeff
Palmer ’76. The story detailed the trials and chal-
lenges of Russell Becker ’44, who became dean of
men at Kalamazoo College in 1952 and, according to
the story, “at the height of the McCarthy Era
communist witch-hunts, he was fired by the College
following a very public inference that he was a
communist sympathizer, perhaps even a communist
himself.”

However, the photo that caught my attention
was a vintage picture of J. Edgar Hoover, the
venerable director who headed the FBI for nearly 50
years. I suspect that without a caption few
Kalamazoo alumni would have been able to identify
Hoover some 30 years after his death in 1972.

By coincidence, the 1965 class notes section of
this same edition of LuxEsto noted that I had retired
after serving 27 years as a special agent with the FBI,
so it’s not too surprising that I would recognize the
man we Bureau old-timers still call “The Director.”
My father had been an FBI agent under Hoover in
the 1930s and 1940s, and my son now carries on the
tradition in the new millennium. With this back-
ground I would like to offer my own experiences
and insights to look at some national security issues
(including those of Dr. Becker from the 1950s) from
a different perspective.

It’s impossible to read the story of Becker’s expe-
rience at Kalamazoo College in the early 1950s and
not come away with the feeling that he was treated
poorly. Similarly, when you read other stories about
American citizens of Japanese ancestry being moved
to internment camps following the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, it is difficult to believe they were treated
fairly. When we hear about the investigations aimed
against the antiwar movements of the 1960s and

The article by Jeff Palmer ’76 on Russell Becker ’44
[Winter 2006] generated several responses.

To the Editor:

I thought Jeff Palmer did a splendid job of exploring
the complicated career of Russell Becker while, at
the same time, giving readers some real insight into
the history of the College in the 1950s. Such a bit-
tersweet tale actually makes more interesting reading
than some of the more routine success stories which
are a necessary part of any alumni magazine.

David Strauss, professor emeritus of history

To the Editor:

By far the most powerful story I have ever read in
LuxEsto is “Facing Shadows” by Jeff Palmer, the
account of the trials of Mr. Russell Becker ’44. Thank
you for having the courage to publish an unvar-
nished account of such a shameful low point in the
College’s history. Congratulations also to former
President Jimmy Jones for his thoughtful reply to

Quirk Eleven: While it would be nice to have a
list of an even 10 quirks, I must include three ways
Machismo manifests itself. First, so many men have
a mistress; cheating seems commonplace. Second,
this behavior leads to many bar fights, in which
everyone is keen to participate. Such melees close
most bars at least once during a night. So it’s not
uncommon to begin your Saturday night at one bar,
leave when it shuts down due to a fight, repeat this
process three or four times, and eventually end up at
the original bar, reopened sans instigators.

The third manifestation of Machismo may
actually sound somewhat wussy. My friend Amy
sums it up best, “A woman may be unsure of an
American man’s interest, but a Tico will tell you that
he cannot live without you.” Many men down here
have said these exact words to me, so I can attest to
the truth of the second half of Amy’s observation.
And I’ve discovered that most Ticos profess this
disabling love within the first nine minutes of
meeting you.

Lanny, that is my list of eleven quirks about Tico
culture. Thirteen, I guess, if you count Machismo as
three instead of one. Fourteen if “Three-and-a-half”
is really a whole. They are endearing (well, maybe a
few mildly irksome) reminders of the fact that I am
living in a different culture, and loving it.

Anna Fleury ’01
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1970s, it is easy to believe such actions were
contrary to the tenets of a free and open society.
And with the current “War on Terrorism,” the
PATRIOT Act, and the ongoing controversy
involving government eavesdropping and wire-
tapping, there is ample material for vigorous debate
on individual rights for many years to come.

However, the common thread that runs through
each of these analyses is that they have the great
luxury of having been made with the accuracy of
20/20 hindsight. Since the FBI always seems to
come off looking like the Gestapo whenever these
issues are examined or discussed by the media or
academia, I would like to offer my fellow alums a
different perspective.

The environment of fear that ensnared Dean
Becker in the early 1950s didn’t just happen; it was a
holdover from World War II, which had ended less
than a decade earlier. When the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, America was
caught by surprise. Succeeding attacks in the
following days against U.S. Naval Bases all across the
Pacific caused panic up and down the American west
coast. In today’s age of satellites, it is hard to
remember what it must have been like 60 years ago
when looking out from the California coast. People
wondered if they were going to see Japanese
warships or bombers. It was under those very real
feelings of fear that the decision was made to move
Japanese Americans away from the coast, inland to
internment camps.

The concern was that Japanese submarines
might land spies or saboteurs, and that collaborators
living along the coast could assist them. Yes, such
thinking was crude, but it must be put in the context
of the times. Our Pacific Fleet had been decimated,
the Philippines had fallen, a Nazi Dictator occupied
Europe, and we were suddenly at war. Did the use
of internment camps impact patriotic Japanese-
American citizens who were absolutely no threat to
America? Undoubtedly. Did such a strategy directly
prevent acts of espionage and sabotage? Probably.
After all, the Germans did use this tactic. What we
do know is that throughout World War II, there were
no known acts of sabotage on American soil due to
intense counter-intelligence efforts by the FBI and a
vigilant society.

Which brings me to Dr. Becker’s story. By Dr.
Becker’s own admission, he spent some of his early
formative years at the University of Chicago, which
he correctly describes as leaning well to the political
left. “Any good liberal cause that came along gave us
cause to be active. I participated in a number of
social actions while there.” According to the article,
much of this activism revolved around issues of free
speech, free association, and coming to the defense
of socialists and communists. Consequently it
should not have been surprising that Becker was

among 280 signatories to an appeal asking President
Truman in 1952 to grant amnesty to leaders of the
Communist Party in the United States who had been
convicted under the Smith Act. (The Smith Act
made it a federal crime to advocate or belong to a
group that advocated the overthrow of the United
States government by force or violence.) When this
action became public knowledge, Becker fell under a
cloud of criticism, and his contract at Kalamazoo
College was not renewed for the following year.
Becker believes the FBI may have played a role in his
dismissal when he said that he “suspects a copy of
that letter made its way to the FBI and they fed it to
the newspaper.”

That’s one possibility. Here’s another one. Dr.
Becker and 279 other prominent liberals wrote a
letter asking that leaders of the Communist Party
who had been convicted of a federal crime be
pardoned. Now this letter was written while the
United States was engaged in the Korean War, and
thousands of Americans were being killed by the
Communist armies of North Korea and Communist
China. And this letter was written to President
Harry Truman. I am suggesting that it is a bit disin-
genuous to stake out the moral high ground by very
publicly defending an unpopular cause while our
country is at war, then blaming the FBI when your
employer finds out about it.

From the mid-1960s through the early 1970s,
America was again involved in a controversial war,
and with it a very organized and vigorous antiwar
movement. I was a young agent assigned to the FBI’s
Philadelphia Office, and found myself working what
was called the “New Left” (vs. the “Old Left” which
was still the Communist Party and the Socialist
Workers Party). My assignments covered the
“Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),” “the
Weathermen,” “the Black Panthers,” “the
Symbionese Liberation Army” (the group that
kidnapped Patty Hearst), and other more militant
groups that advocated violence to achieve their
goals. These were not groups who simply opposed
the war, and who picketed peacefully at federal
buildings, or who marched and demonstrated in an
effort to end the war. The groups we were investi-
gating broke into draft boards, planted bombs, and
burned down buildings, and sometimes killed
people.

For example, on August 24, 1970, Karleton and
Dwight Armstrong, David Fine, and Leo Burt used a
van loaded with explosives to blow up Sterling Hall
on the University of Wisconsin campus at Madison.
Their target was the Mathematics Research Center,
which was an army-funded center at the university,
and a major target of the antiwar groups. The
bombers believed the center was assisting the war
effort in Southeast Asia. Robert Fassnacht, a physics
researcher working in the lab, with no connection to
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the army, was killed by the blast. All but Burt were
identified, arrested, and convicted of the bombing.

On September 11, 2001, America discovered
that it was no longer immune from terrorist attacks.
The dust from the Twin Towers had not yet settled
before finger pointing started. Politicians and the
news media were eager to fix responsibility and
blame for this national disaster. The targets were
well known and easy: the FBI, the CIA, the NSA
(National Security Agency), Department of State, and
others. How did all of these government agencies
fail the American people? How indeed?

After Congressional inquiries and the “9/11
Commission Report,” most Americans were stunned
to learn that there was an apparent breakdown in
communication between the various intelligence
agencies that were supposed to protect us. Didn’t it
seem incredible that there was limited sharing of
vital information between the FBI, the CIA, and the
NSA? It certainly seemed to astound certain
lawmakers, particularly those on the liberal side of
Congress.

And to those of us who had watched these same
politicians spend the last two decades dismantling an
effective counter-intelligence program that had
served us well during the Cold War, these new
charges were disgusting and unconscionable.
Beginning in the 1970s after the Vietnam War, there
was a steady and relentless effort to emasculate our
federal intelligence agencies under the catch-all
phrase of “civil liberties,” all designed to protect the
American public against government intrusion into
private lives.

The lack of exchange of valuable information
between the various national security agencies was
not because of inter-agency rivalry (which the media
would have you believe). Instead, in many cases,
information was not shared because to have done so
would have resulted in criminal charges against the
agents involved in the exchange of the information.
Liberal lawmakers wanted to ensure citizens’ privacy
would be protected, so they passed laws making it
illegal to share such information. These same politi-
cians postured for the television cameras by asking
the FBI or the CIA, “Who was responsible for this
disaster on September 11?” The first place they
should have looked was in the mirror. They were
counting on the fact that most people in 2002 had
long since forgotten what had happened 20 years
earlier. Sadly they were right.

The “War on Terror” continues, and the
PATRIOT Act is once again under attack by the same
groups that dismantled our intelligence agencies that
protected us so effectively against our enemies of the
Cold War. Is there a chance that our intelligence
agencies could misuse the powers that are contained
in these new laws? The answer is obviously “Yes.”
As long as our laws are enforced by the men and

women to whom our society has given such power,
mistakes may happen.

And should abuses of power occur, there will be
casualties of the war much like the Japanese
Americans in the internment camps in the 1940s, and
Dr. Becker at Kalamazoo College in the 1950s. These
will be the casualties of “The War on Terror” if the
FBI and the other intelligence agencies are “too
aggressive.” But these “casualties” are still alive to
voice their concerns and complaints, which can be
addressed in a court of law.

If, on the other hand, the FBI and the other intel-
ligence agencies are once again painted as villains
who cannot, or should not, be allowed or trusted to
take the necessary steps to protect our citizens from
an enemy who follows no rules in his quest to
destroy our way of life, then the casualty lists will
undoubtedly be much longer. And these casualties’
voices are silenced forever. No court will ever hear
their complaints.

History shows there will always be casualties of
war, and “The War on Terror” is no different. How
we choose to fight this war will determine the
number of casualties and the severity of their injuries.
Our elected officials need to make the right decision.
The lives of our families depend on it.

Michael Boyle ’65

A letter on Dan Babbitt’s story from, arguably, the
College’s most ardent lover of insects.

Dear Editor:

Very nice feature article on Dan Babbitt and the Insect
Zoo (Winter 2006). It nicely conveyed his real
enthusiasm for the place, his role, and the critters he
works with.

I especially liked the fact that it shows some very
interesting careers in biology are not necessarily along
the traditional grad school track. Persistence and
getting yourself in the right place—just hanging out,
sometimes—count for a whole lot, too.

David Evans, professor emeritus of biology
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I Am Not My Body!

I am not my body. But as the media bombards us with images
of perfect bodies we can never have, we become convinced we
are our bodies. Passing through puberty, into adulthood, and
now middle age, I’m sure I have wasted an inordinate amount
of time lamenting the size of my hips, the gray in my hair, and
the lines on my face. Finally, as I approach my 50s, I find my
parents were right all along: I am not my body.

I was born in 1959, near the end of the baby boomers.
Unfortunately, I arrived without all my body parts fully intact.
My left arm is a short stub with a small hand and three fingers,
reminiscent of a thalidomide defect. To my good fortune, I
picked superb parents who insisted I was not my body. They
were fighters who struck “I can’t” from my vocabulary and
replaced it with “I will find a way.” They believed that the
development of the mind, heart, and soul determines who
you are.

My body was not to be used as an excuse. Instead, it
became a catalyst.

My body endured surgery, physical therapy, swimming,
and yoga. But it was not the focus of my life. I was taught to
respect my body and to remember that it was only a vehicle
that carried the most important things: my brain and soul.

Furthermore, I was taught that bodies come in all shapes,
colors, and sizes, and that everyone struggles in some way
with the inadequacies of their bodies. Infomercials have
convinced me this must be true (although through puberty I
found it difficult to believe the girls in the cheerleading squad
had any self-doubts).

I suppose I’ve always known that my birth “defect” shaped
my personality and personal philosophy. In my alternately
formed body, I learned patience, determination, frustration,
and success.

This body can’t play the piano or rock climb, but it taught
the neighborhood kids to eat with their feet, a skill I learned as
a child in the hospital. This body learned to tie my shoes,
cross the stage to pick up my college diploma, backpack
through Europe, and change my children’s diapers when they
were babies.

People think I am my body, and some try to treat me with
prejudice or pity. Some are just curious. It took a couple of
decades, but I learned to ignore the stares and smile back. This
body has taught me to appreciate my fellow humans—even the
thin, beautiful, and able-bodied.

This I believe: I am not by body. I am my words, my ideas,
and my actions. I am filled with love, humor, ambition, and
intelligence. I am a creative spirit, a fellow human walking the
planet, who, just like you, is so much more than my body.

And one on the Spring issue’s article about
Professor of English Gail Griffin:

Dear Gail,

It was so cool to open the spring issue of
LuxEsto and see you profiled therein!

I think I was part of the "transition phase"
in the English department. I remember classes
with Larry Barrett, Herb Borgart, and Con
Hilberry. And it was a big thrill for us when
Ellen Caldwell and Scott Friesner joined the
department.

When I declared my major and asked you
to be my advisor, you asked me why I chose
you, and I said, "Because you're a lady." I
remember you found that funny. I meant
because you are female, and I wanted a
woman as my mentor and guide, which I hope
you understood despite my poorly worded
answer!

I wanted to say "thanks" for all that you
did for me during my time at Kalamazoo. I
still think of “K” as the turning point and
foundation of the person I have become today.
It was there that I discovered my vocation and
there that I began to develop the support
system that sustains me even today. I feel the
connection as strongly now as I did when I
was on campus.

Congratulations on all the wonderful work
you've done, and thank you for being that
mentor and guide to me and to so many
others.

Katy Loebrich ’90

Professor of Music Barry Ross shared with
LuxEsto a letter he received about his “road
show” dream of the Kalamazoo College
Chamber Orchestra playing the great
Michigan opera houses.

Dear Professor Ross:

I enjoyed reading the recent LuxEsto [Winter
2006] article about the orchestra and your
dream of playing some of Michigan’s refur-
bished opera houses one day. A great one, if
you do go to the Upper Peninsula sometime,
would be the Calumet Theater in Calumet. It
is a copper, rather than lumber, industry
product, but is in great shape and draws a big
local audience—what else is there to do?!
There was even a group of Kalamazoo College
students there for a folk music festival I
attended in February.

Ron Milnarik ’64

And finally, the “and More” of “Letters and More:” An essay
written by Lisa Sandin ’81 for National Public Radio’s This
I Believe Program. The essay also appeared in USA
Weekend (March 19, 2006). We reprint it with Lisa’s per-
mission. She dedicated her essay to her classmate Marion
Van Ede ’81, “a great soul who also was ‘not her body.’”
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Bill Williams ’71 returned to Kalamazoo College after more than
three decades to speak with economics and business majors
about risk management in international banking. Bringing
together Bill and the students in the department’s Winter Quarter
“International Business Seminar” was a stroke of genius on the
part of Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Tim
Moffit. Bill is, after all, the Bank of New York’s managing director
and division head for the Middle East, Eastern Europe,
and Africa.

But Bill is expert in another area as well: the relevance of a
liberal arts education to a career in banking.

“I was a political science major interested in Middle Eastern
history,” says Bill. “Not exactly the undergraduate resume one
might expect for an international banker. But in my late teens
and early 20s I found it nearly impossible to limit my future with
a narrow career choice (and at that time any choice would have
seemed too narrow). The important thing was to do something
interesting.”

And that he did. He studied abroad for nine months in
Istanbul, Turkey. “Kalamazoo College had two foreign study
centers in the Middle East—Beirut, Lebanon; and Istanbul.
In 1968, just one year after the Six-Day war [between
Israel and the aligned forces of Egypt, Syria and Jordan],
Beirut seemed the riskier choice, so I went to Turkey.”

There he met his future wife, a Beloit College
student in the same foreign study program. They got
married after he graduated from “K.”

“We went to grad school in Turkish studies for a

semester, but then put those plans on
hold to get jobs and pay off my student
loans,” says Bill. Three years later, the
couple joined the Peace Corps and was
posted to Tunisia, where they served for
two years.

“We returned to the U.S. with no jobs
and a baby,” says Bill, “and that’s when I
sort of backed into banking.” It was the
time of the first oil shock, 1977-78, and
major banks were seeking candidates
with knowledge of Arabic and the
Middle East. Bill joined Chemical Bank
and was sent to Dubai two years later. He
spent five years in Dubai and Bahrain,
joining the Irving Trust Company, which

was later acquired by the Bank of New York. He returned to New
York City in 1985, where he’s been ever since.

Did Kalamazoo College provide good preparation for
banking? Even without the business and economics major?

“Absolutely,” says Bill. “The school taught you how to think
independently, and liberal arts provided immersion in law,
history, political science, and other disciplines.

“To do risk analysis effectively you need to know how the
financial system of any given country works. And to understand
that you need to know the history of those places.”

Bill grew up in central Pennsylvania. His father worked with
the former roommate of Weimar Hicks, who served as
Kalamazoo College’s president from 1953 to 1971, and a good
friend of the family served on the College’s board of trustees.

“That friend recommended ‘K,’ and the foreign study
opportunity was enough to convince me to come,” says Bill.
Today he serves as a trustee of Robert College, in Istanbul. It
happens to be the same college he attended during his foreign
study term.

AARTTSS
Banking Liberal

Liberal arts educated banker Bill Williams
’71 (front row, center) is flanked by 
economics and business students Alexa
Lindsay (left) and Kassandra Cassily. 
In the back row are professors Tim Moffit
(left) and Patrik Hultberg.
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WWhen the bells at Stetson Chapel toll, they toll for us, the
diverse members of the Kalamazoo College learning
community, some of whom—with cookies, and knitting in
hand—are ready to meet with the new chaplain: Mary Ellen
Ashcroft. And we just may meet her in her pajamas.

The more things change, it seems, the more they stay the
same—or another version of same. When Kalamazoo College
was established in 1833, it was born from spiritual roots. A
liberal arts education was to develop not only the mind, but
also tap into the spirit. 

“People are beings of mind, body, and spirit,” the new
chaplain says. “And my goal in taking on the position of
chaplain of the College is to bring that focus into balance.”

With cookies and knitting needles? In pajamas?
If need be, yes. For her introductory Chapel talk to the

College community, Mary Ellen approached the podium
dressed in her somber academic robes:

“Allow me to introduce myself: I am the Reverend Dr.
Mary Ellen Ashcroft. I’m very clever. Would you like to know
my GRE scores? I’m witty. And listen carefully—not only do I
have a PhD, but I’m ordained as a priest in the Episcopal
Church, I’ve written a number of books. Some have sold really
well, and are translated into a number of languages. I’ve sold
the rights for a screenplay from one. I’m a full professor and
college chaplain. During the summer, I lead wilderness trips
into the Boundary Waters-Quetico Canoe Area. I knit very
well. Impressed? You should be.” She pauses. “But there’s 
a problem.”

It was then that the Reverend Doctor took off her robes—
to reveal her flannel pajamas. It’s hard, impossible in fact, to
be perfect, she says. “No matter how many degrees are
bestowed upon us, how many awards we receive, how many
books we write, there is still that ‘ordinary’ everyday person
squirming inside. The one who struggles with the occasional
self-doubts, the one who makes mistakes, the one who falls
down now and then. The one who is just like you and me,
sometimes feeling like an imposter in one’s own life, fearing
discovery.”

That’s where knitting and cookies come in. Along with a
more spiritual turn to Chapel talk topics every Friday
morning, Mary Ellen has begun to organize spirituality groups
for students, women, men, adminis-
tration, faculty, and staff. To help
encourage the College community to
become more comfortable with each
other and ourselves, Mary Ellen
proposes to first take us out of our
comfort zone.

“It is interesting to see a men’s
group struggling to knit,” she says.
“Knitting is an old skill, but few men
have learned how to knit. It feels
clumsy at first, and different, but
when we step outside of our normal
routines, we often find that we begin

to understand ourselves better by seeing ourselves—and each
other—in a new way.”

The purpose of cookies at every meeting is a tasty
reminder to “lighten up.” Kalamazoo College students, Mary
Ellen has observed, are “a very serious sort,” and taking a
moment away from their studies can be refreshing to their
spirits as well as to their minds. “Life can be a test,” Mary
Ellen says, “but most of the time, we pass. Cookies remind us
to relax and enjoy the moment.

“We need to be more fully ourselves,” she adds. “It is
important to unmask our authentic selves in order to grow.
Facing our insecurities and anxieties is part of a spiritual
education, and that’s part of a liberal arts education.”

Mary Ellen is working with Kalamazoo College Director
of Counseling Pat Ponto to develop a 24-hour retreat for
returning study abroad students to help them reconnect and to
incorporate their recent experiences into their lives back
home. “My role as chaplain is to see the places where there are
needs to be met and to help our students frame their experi-
ences. Study abroad can turn the world around for a person
and create a new space for developing meaning.”

Her first academic year at Kalamazoo College, says the
new chaplain, will be one that is formative and exploratory—
to find what works and what doesn’t. Along with spirituality
and support groups, there will be Sunday evening hours of
meditation and reflection, discussion groups on topics such as
politics, sexuality, poverty, and how these are processed
through religion, and a series of Chapel talks that encourage
an understanding of various religious and spiritual approaches
to life.

“I love being a Christian,” Mary Ellen says. “But it is
important to explore and understand all religions. It would be
a mistake to approach all faiths as if they were essentially the
same. We are different. We can learn from that difference and
we can appreciate it.”

Finals week brings massage and reflexology—with more
cookies.

Response has been mostly positive. As for the few
responses that have been less so, Mary Ellen smiles: “I’m not
doing my job if I don’t occasionally rock the boat. My first
Chapel talk in pajamas did seem to unnerve a few listeners.

That’s why it’s called stretching
one’s comfort zone.”

Wilderness retreats have for
many years been Mary Ellen’s
favorite means of stretching
comfort zones and an approach to
gaining spiritual balance. An
outdoors enthusiast since early
childhood, she has enjoyed hiking,
skiing, snowshoeing, skating, and
canoeing as long as she can
remember. Church is important,
she says, but one can often find
God best in the wilderness.

“No matter how
many degrees are
bestowed upon
us, how many
awards we receive,
how many books
we write, there is
still that ‘ordinary’
everyday person
squirming inside.”
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“Nature is nurturing,” she says, “and being
outdoors invites us to reflect and worship
our Creator.” A constant companion on her
wilderness treks had been Cluny, Mary
Ellen’s black lab, who recently passed away.
Cluny was inspiration for one of Mary
Ellen’s books, Dogspell, which draws
parallels between the undying love dogs
have for people and God’s love for
humankind.

“We can learn from animals about
unconditional love, about forgiveness and acceptance, and
about being less judgmental.”

Writing and language are Mary Ellen’s other love. She has
taught English since the late 1980s. Born and raised in
Bellingham, Washington, in what she calls “a nominal
Presbyterian home,” Mary Ellen recalls a lifelong longing to
study theology. Since women did not go into the ministry at
that time, however, she also studied English at Western
Washington State University, then again theology at an
Anglican seminary.

“I was constantly pulled between a life of the mind and a
life of faith,” she says. “It wasn’t so much a ‘calling’ as it was
an inbuilt pull towards theology.”

It seemed a perfect match when Mary Ellen met a British
minister when studying in England; the two of them married
and moved to Cape Town, South Africa, for eight years, where
they became involved in apartheid resistance through the
church. They had three children, all born in Cape Town—
Andrew, Stephen, and Susannah.

Eventually, Mary Ellen returned to the
United States, moving to Minnesota and
continuing her studies at the University of
Minnesota, where she earned her PhD in
English. But her marriage broke down, and
her own spiritual strength was severely
tested. Again, she found that it was faith
that carried her through.

“I found the bottom,” she says, “and I
found that the bottom holds. I was
shattered by the break-up of my marriage,

but in retrospect it was a formative and important experience.
From pain we learn and we grow.”

She taught writing and literature at Bethel College in St.
Paul, Minnesota, while leading wilderness treks and retreats
up north, as far as Alaska, and she was invited to speak about
her experiences. Something formative was taking place, even if
Mary Ellen had not yet understood her direction. In dealing
with her own pain she had found that she had a talent as a
spiritual guide for others.

“When two of my children asked me, on two separate
occasions within two days: ‘Mom, have you ever thought
about becoming a priest,’ I suddenly realized the priesthood
was the direction I had been meant to take all along. Even as
an English professor, I was always urging my students to take
a look beyond the words into the deeper meaning in literature.
By reading and exploring the ideas of other artists and writers
we can explore our own thoughts about meaning in life.”

Mary Ellen was ordained as an Episcopal priest. She
continued to teach English classes part time. When she spoke

Above: Mary Ellen and her life partner, Suzanne. Below left: At a wedding, 1994: sons Andrew and
Stephen, daughter Susannah, and Mary Ellen. Below middle: Mary Ellen’s constant companion on her
many wilderness retreats had been faithful lab, Cluny (1999).  Below right: Mary Ellen hopes to make
her office, tucked at the back of Stetson Chapel, a place she has dubbed the “Chapel Cavern,” 
a welcome place for students and others to drop by for a chat.
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before her first congregation, she saw women weeping as they
listened to her.

“I realized that these were women who had felt as broken
as I had, and the breaking of the Eucharist became a symbol
that hit home with me. There are no shortcuts to learning.
Through our broken places we find new truths.”

Mary Ellen would write books about women’s spirituality—
Temptations Women Face; Spirited Women: Encountering the
First Women Believers; and The Magdalene Gospel—to reach
out to women who felt misunderstood, if not forgotten, in
Christian theology.

“Jesus was extremely radical,” she says. “He called to
women to speak out. He gave us affirmation, and in the early
church women were very involved.” Something of that
empowerment for women has been lost, she says, but it is her
hope that her role as teacher as well as priest will serve as an
empowering role model to women.

When the position for college chaplain and English

professor opened up at Kalamazoo College, “it was perfect,”
Mary Ellen says. “I love the smaller size of this college, and
the faculty and staff are very committed to both the College
and the Kalamazoo community. Many liberal arts colleges have
been pulled away from their roots, but I have found a new
home here where there is a need and an openness to explore
meaning in academics and in spirituality. Looking for meaning
is the meaning.”

At Kalamazoo, Mary Ellen expects to learn as much as she
will teach. She knows what she will—and will not—take along
for this particular trek into the “Kalamazoo wilderness”
however.

“When we go into the wilderness, we leave behind vanity
and pretense. It is no longer important to have a flawless
exterior.”

What is important, Mary Ellen has found, are knitting
needles, cookies, and an enduring dedication to grappling
with our spiritual selves as we look for meaning.

DOORWAYS
Three reading suggestions for anyone interested in literature and spirituality, courtesy of Chaplain (and English
professor) Mary Ellen Ashcroft:

Kristin Lavransdatter, by Sigrid Undset, translated by Tiina Nunnally.  

I love literature and particularly the novel, and especially novels by and about women.  Although I have many writers I
read and re-read (such as Virginia Woolf, George Eliot, Dorothy L. Sayers, E.M. Forester, Kazuo Ishiguro, Wendell
Berry, Flannery O’Connor, Graham Greene, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and others) Sigrid Undset is a favorite (and
under appreciated) writer.  She won the Nobel Prize in Literature for her Kristin Lavransdatter, a three-part novel about
the life of a woman in medieval Norway.  It’s worth getting the new translation, wonderfully rendered by Tiina
Nunnally. 

Long Walk to Freedom, by Nelson Mandela.  

I love this book for a number of reasons: first, it is an inspiring account of Nelson Mandela’s courage, forgiveness, and
struggle. (This man is my hero).  Second, it speaks of South Africa, a country I love (and have sometimes despaired
over).  Third, it is a story of hope and reconciliation in a world that needs it.

Why Narrative:  Readings in Narrative Theology, by Stanley Hauerwas.

Narrative theology brings together my love of literature and theology.  This collection as well as many other works by
the theologian Hauerwas explore the implications of the narrative form of scripture and of life as character growth.  I
find narrative theology inspires my reading of literature, scripture, and theology. Literature is a sounding board to life.  



Kalamazoo College community members celebrated the
inauguration of the College’s 17th president, Dr. Eileen
B. Wilson-Oyelaran, with two days of special events on
Friday and Saturday, March 10 and 11. Those events
included a keynote address by Nobel laureate, author,
and activist for social justice Wole Soyinka; two
academic symposiums; concerts; open houses; tours;
and much sharing in gatherings large and small. More
than 300 distinguished guests from around the country
and the world attended the installation ceremony. The
theme that unified these many different events and
people: A Fellowship in Learning: At Home in the
World. Those words provide a glimpse into the
president’s vision for the College, one that unites its
legacy with its distinctive mission for the future. In her
inaugural address President Wilson-Oyelaran said,
“Today, as we embrace the notion of a fellowship in
learning, we look, again, at its purpose – to enable the
student to go out into the world possessing the scholar’s
spirit dedicated to improving human welfare – and we

recognize that such a goal is not possible unless we
engender in our students a sense of being at home in
the world. A sense that wherever they find themselves
they can be at home and make a home because they
respect difference, can view the world from multiple
perspectives, can adapt to new situations, and have the
ability to put themselves at the margins.” And later she
elaborated on this theme of learning near boundaries.
“Kalamazoo College has a long tradition of assisting
students to cross boundaries. Through exceptional
study abroad programs students explore new cultures,
refine their language skills, and hone their capacity for
intercultural communication. Through participation in
community partnerships our students have the opportu-
nity for mutual learning and for the development of a
sense of respect and humility that emerges when two
groups come together as equals in an effort to address
an issue of mutual concern.” To read the inauguration
remarks of President Wilson-Oyelaran in their entirety,
please visit http://www.kzoo.edu/pr/inaugspeech.htm. 

A Fellowship 
in Learning:
At Home in 
the World
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The month of March in Michigan
is unpredictable. But 
temperatures and sunny skies
made the processional into
Stetson Chapel a pleasure. 

In his keynote remarks, Nobel laureate Wole Soyinka
said that higher education can—and must—provide

glimpses of the possibility of transforming the climate
of fear that permeates the 21st century into a climate
of expansion of the world's knowledge of itself. To do
this, students must encounter the “human other” and
the “canonical other” and include them as sources of
discovery that merit the response of learning all one
can about them and then readjusting one’s own self

apprehension accordingly. 

“Omo Bate, omo l’ade. When all is said and done, you are my
crown,” said President Wilson-Oyelaran to her children. They are
pictured behind their parents, Olasope and Eileen. From left are:
Oyeyinka, Oyindasola, Omosalewa, and Adedoyin.

President Wilson-Oyelaran acknowledged
her father Welford, “the wellspring of our
purpose,” she said, “who graces us this
day with his 92 years of wisdom, history,
and memory.”

Internationalism and multiculturalism were 
evident in every inaugural event, from informal
get-togethers and academic symposiums to the 
elements of the installation itself, some of
which combined African and Western music.

Many distinguished friends and guests came
from afar to witness this historic inauguration.
Said President Wilson-Oyelaran, “The Yoruba
say: ore ore aso ara (friends are my cover) 
and your willingness to journey and to share 
this event speaks volumes about your 
friendship and your love—both of which 
have and will continue to sustain me.” 
President Wilson-Oyelaran (center) 
is pictured with Juliana Thrift, 
president of Salem Academy 
and College (left) and 
Johnnetta B. Cole, president 
of Bennett College for 
Women.

The words “a fellowship in learning” convey
the College’s tradition, and “at home in the

world” suggest its work for the future.
President Wilson-Oyelaran used the Adrinkra
(Ghana) symbol of Sankofa, which takes the

form of a bird capable of looking back without       
breaking its motion forward,
to impart the meaning of her

inauguration theme.
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WWe last left Kelly Karakashian ’04 (LuxEsto, Fall 2003)
pondering the question: Was this the best education for an
engineer?—the antecedent for “this” being Kalamazoo
College’s 3-2 Engineering Program, which frontloads
elements of the Kalamazoo Plan (including study abroad)
and a Bachelor’s degree in physics from “K” into three years
and follows that achievement with two years of concentrated
(as in, “nothing but”) engineering courses at a university
with an accredited engineering program (the most common
choices of “K” students being University of Michigan or
Washington University in St. Louis) resulting in a
Bachelor’s degree in engineering.

Whew! It takes a deep breath and long sentence for
just a thumbnail summary of the 3-2 Engineering Program.
Imagine the effort of living the bifurcated experience. And
what about that stark division? Is it educationally sound?

When LuxEsto asked Kelly back in the spring of
2003—when she was just completing her three years at
“K”—whether the 3-2 combination was excellent prep for
engineering, she quite wisely quipped, “Ask me in two
years.”

Well, it’s been two years. Kelly earned her Bachelor’s
degree in mechanical engineering from the University of
Michigan last spring and today works for DaimlerChrysler
in an engineering rotation program (known as the Chrysler
Institute of Engineering). This opportunity allows some 25
to 30 engineering hires to experience six four-month
rotations in various engineering divisions and then choose
a permanent assignment.

Each rotation involves the application of engineering
principles to the design or improvement of one or more
systems of an automobile. When LuxEsto caught up to
Kelly, she was engaged in her powertrain rotation and
about to move into active chassis controls. She’s also at
work on her Master’s degree in mechanical engineering at
Lawrence Technological University (Southfield, Mich.).

Two years after leaving Kalamazoo College Kelly says
that the 3-2 program was right for her. “I wanted a well-
rounded educational experience,” she says, “that included

the liberal arts education at ‘K’ and the combined educa-
tional experience of both a small college and large 
university.”

Having two degrees is an “impressive marketing tool,”
she adds, “a way to differentiate yourself from the pack.”

According to Kelly, each component of her
education—the three years at Kalamazoo College and the
two at U of M—carried advantages and disadvantages. “But

EENNGGIINNEEEERRIINNGG

Mechanical 
engineer Kelly
Karakashian 
in her office at
DaimlerChrysler,
with her alma
maters’ pennants
boldly displayed
in priority order

“As hard as you work
at academics, it’s never
all about academics,”
says Kelly. “And it
never should be, or
you’d go crazy.” 
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any shortcomings of the one were more than compensated by the
strengths of the other.” Together, the two experiences combined to
provide a yin and yang of education (and engineering education)
that, in hindsight, she’d choose to do again.

Not that it was easy. 
“The challenge of switching schools in what would have been

your senior year is difficult,” Kelly says. “You go from Kalamazoo
College, where it seems you know everyone, to a school the size of
U of M, where it seems you know no one. But learning how to be a
freshman again develops your adaptability, and that’s a valuable
asset.”

The University of Michigan provided a multitude of engineer-
ing resources not available at “K”—from great laboratories to the
many joint university-industry projects that allowed Kelly to work
outside of class and lab in the automotive world.

In a way, the last two years of her 3-2 program became a further
liberal arts immersion. “U of M’s campus is a large world in itself,”
says Kelly, “and with its size comes a natural assortment of diverse
people.”

But what about the rather non-diverse concentration of engi-
neering courses in which every class (4) of each semester (4) was
engineering?

“That was tough,” says Kelly. But the antidote (or maybe “nutri-
tional supplement” is the better metaphor) for such an unvaried
diet turned out to be, for Kelly, extracurricular involvement, a
remedy she learned at Kalamazoo College. “I don’t think I would
have been so eager to explore extracurricular opportunities at U of
M had I not learned at “K” the value of participation in activities
outside of academics,” she says.

At “K,” despite her strenuous (albeit more varied) academic
workload, Kelly sang in the College Singers and the more advanced
Chamber Choir. She served as a resident assistant and as an assistant
to the area coordinator in the College’s residential life system. She was
an executive board member of Up ’til Dawn, a Kalamazoo College
student-run fundraising organization for St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital, and a mentor for the AMIGOS program, an effort of “K”
students to tutor bilingual high school students.

Her extracurricular involvement continued at University of
Michigan. In her first year she helped rebuild the University’s chapter
of the Society of Automotive Engineers-International. In her second
year she served as the chapter’s president. She also sang with the
University Choral Union, part of U of M’s University Musical Society,
which performed with the Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra. And she
still had time to provide campus tours for prospective engineering
students.

“As hard as you work at academics, it’s never all about
academics,” says Kelly. “And it never should be, or you’d go crazy.”
A good balance she developed at Kalamazoo College and carried
through to Michigan and DaimlerChrysler.

For Kelly Karakashian, the 3-2 engineering program, challeng-
ing as it was, was nevertheless the perfect education for an engineer
and, more important, for a person who plans to be a learner forever.

EDUCATION

Kelly (right) and her sisters Kim (left) and
Lori. “I’m living with them and my parents
right now, and they are very supportive of
my crazy work/school schedule. During
weekdays I’m home only to sleep and to
grab whatever is left on the dinner table
when I arrive at 9 P.M. at night.”

Kelly drives her Dad’s 1970 Hemi Cuda 
at Milan (Mich.) Dragway. “In the family
garage,” says Kelly, “this car has been a
part of my engineering education outside
of school.”
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A
Restoring an

Amelia Katanski’s recently published
first book, Learning to Write
“Indian”, (University of Oklahoma
Press) started on a smaller scale. It
was initially an essay that morphed
into the assistant professor’s
(English) PhD dissertation at Tufts
University and developed gradually
into its current book-length form.
And though some might trace its
origins to Katanski’s second year in
graduate school, when the manu-
script first began to take shape, the
1992 Kalamazoo College graduate
places its beginnings further back,
to experiences with a high school
AP American History professor
“obsessed with Andrew Jackson,”
she says. Her response to him—
partly a protest, a quest for justice
and social responsibility, and a
restoration of an absence—was her
first introduction to American
Indian literature.

Amelia Katanski

Absence
by Anne Holmes ’06 
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Because of Andrew Jackson’s history with Native
Americans (the 7th President of the United States cared little
for Indian culture and rights, and waged military campaigns
against the Creek and Seminole tribes, resulting in numerous
casualties and forced relocations for survivors), a teacher
obsessed with him might neglect American Indian culture. In
this case, that neglect manifested itself in the classroom, and
provoked an intense reaction in the young Katanski. 

“He spent all this time talking about Jackson and
Jacksonian populism,” recalls Katanski, “but never once talked
about the Trail of Tears or Indian removal. It was during one of
those moments when, in the back of my mind, I sensed a hole
in my own education.” Since her teacher wasn’t going to
address that absence in his curriculum, then Katanski would
do it on her own. 

During her junior year at Kalamazoo
College, Katanski expanded that initial
exploration into American Indian literature,
choosing books by Native American authors
unfamiliar to her. She cites Paula Gunn
Allen as particularly influential. “She wrote
about the power of storytelling—the reasons
we tell them, the functions they play in
community building, and the relationship
between story language and creating
meaning. Allen’s theory of motives for
writing and reading made more sense to me
than others I had studied.”

Inspired by these readings, Katanski
devoted the majority of her literary fascina-
tion and personal work to the overlooked.
She completed an independent study in
American Indian literature, continued to
research Native authors, and lived on South
Dakota’s Pine Ridge Reservation for three
months while conducting her Senior
Individualized Project. Pine Ridge provided
Katanski her first glimpse into the Indian
boarding school experience. It was from Pine Ridge where
Richard Henry Pratt recruited the first Indian students for his
experimental Carlisle (Penn.) Indian School.

Pratt was a cavalry officer and committed Baptist, sympa-
thetic to the difficulties suffered by American Indians in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. His Indian education philos-
ophy, however, neglected room for cultural and familial preser-
vation. Said Pratt, “I believe in immersing the Indians in our
civilization, and when we get them under, holding them there
until they are thoroughly soaked.”

This philosophy aimed to “civilize” Indians by assimilating
and transforming them into white standards—a society suppos-
edly “higher up” on the cultural hierarchy. Says Katanski,
“Pulling Native speakers into the English language through this
theory seemed to distinctly mark so-called civilization.”  Pratt
founded his school in 1879, which operated under his harsh
assimilationist philosophy for its 39-year existence.

One night, procrastinating from schoolwork, Katanski

flipped to a PBS documentary on Carlisle, which she didn’t
think too much about at first. But years later, while reading
Zitkala-Sa (an outspoken advocate against coercing Native
children into boarding schools), Katanski learned of the
woman’s brief presence at Carlisle in the 1890s as a teacher.
Her involvement with the notorious school caught Katanski
off-guard. When she delved deeper into the matter, she discov-
ered that nearly every Native author she had read was
connected to the school in one way or another. “I wanted to
know why these writers and scholars who protested boarding
schools had been involved themselves,” says Katanski. “I
needed to understand that paradox, and this established the
real beginnings of my book manuscript.”

Assimilation is a major theme in Learning to Write
“Indian”. “The prevalent, simple idea of assimilation at the time

was linear. Members of an ‘inferior
culture’, when introduced to an idea or
culture supposedly ‘superior,’ would
simply recognize the logic of assimilation
and willingly subscribe to it,” says
Katanski.

Her book explores a range of Indian
writings inspired by the boarding-school
experience and investigates the influence
of the schools on American Indian litera-
ture. In particular, Katanski focuses on
the way students within the schools used
modes of representation taught to them
in ways the educators never intended to
further assert their Native American
identity and culture. “The most interest-
ing aspect of the boarding-school experi-
ence was the way students worked with
the English language—which was
supposed to signify a cultural compro-
mise—but used it more as cultural main-
tenance and hybridity in their own iden-
tities. They were able to take something

that was said to be the antithesis of their culture and, instead,
make it their own.”

Katanski’s approach to her subject is that of a literary
scholar, not a cultural insider. She says, “I don’t claim any sort
of ownership over another culture, or over anybody else’s
words.”  Her book brings awareness and understanding to an
aspect often overlooked by mainstream views of American
history—how misinformed ideas about assimilation and civi-
lization have affected American Indian culture. The Indian
boarding schools and their legacy remain central to the Native
community’s understanding of its own history and cannot be
forgotten. “All education, in some way, is cultural indoctrina-
tion,” Katanski says. “We need to be really aware and critical of
how that happens.”

A



For Andreea Balan ’07, a study abroad trip to Cairo last year
offered a chance to unload a lot of old baggage. No, not her
parents’ well traveled Samsonites, but her ancestral prejudice
against the Muslim world.

“Going to Egypt was the best decision I could make for
my peace of mind and integrity,” said Andreea who was born
and raised in Romania. “For the first time in my life, I could
look at Arabs and Islam and not see them as they are depicted
in Romanian history books. I had an enormous desire to
understand them and release myself from prejudice.

“I am confident I left Egypt with no trace of it.”

Salam aleicum
Peace Be Upon You, Says This Student.

Andreea (second from left) poses at the Great
Pyramids with friends and other travelers, includ-
ing classmate Annie Wenger-Schulman (second
from right).
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SComing from Romania
Situated in the northern part of the Balkan Peninsula, Romania
is distinguished by the green-sloped Carpathian Mountains, the
blue Danube River, and the aptly named Black Sea. With its
temperate climate, varied environment, and strategic location,
the country has long been fertile ground for agriculture,
commerce…and war.

Beginning with the Roman Empire in the early centuries
A.D. and stretching to fascist regimes of the 1900s, Romania has
been invaded and occupied by a “Who’s Who” of armies. Huns,
Slavs, Tartars, czars, Nazis and communists took turns conquer-
ing all or parts of the country throughout its history.

Beginning in the mid-15th century, most of what is now
Romania fell under the control of the Ottoman Empire, the
Turkish-based dynasty that brought much of Eastern Europe,
North Africa, and the Middle East into its Islamic fold. When
Romanians weren’t fighting the Ottomans, they paid financial
tribute to them—for roughly 400 years. Not surprisingly, the
largely Eastern Orthodox Christian population chafed under
Islamic rule while getting caught in the crossfire of every
European army that tried to push the Ottomans back across the
Bosporus into Turkey.

By the time Romania entered the 20th century, it had
endured painful losses of population and territory—then came
two world wars, communist domination, and from 1955 to
1989 the totalitarian dictatorship of Nicolae Ceausescu, the
patriarch of a family cult of personality that bordered on
criminal insanity.

Before modern, independent Romania with its European-
style democracy and capitalist marketplace emerged in the
1990s, Ceausescu had squandered the country’s resources on
ruinous military and industrial projects that starved the popula-
tion and gave them a living standard among the lowest in
Europe.

In order to give citizens someone to blame for their
troubles, Ceausescu unleashed a state-sponsored propaganda
machine that tapped into old fears.

“There is a long-standing prejudice against Muslims and
Arabs dating to the Ottoman Empire,” said Andreea, an
Orthodox Christian. “Our history books were full of such
prejudice. Even when it was clear that our poor economy and
other problems were the result of failed communist rule and
outright corruption, children learned to hate the Muslim
world.”

Andreea grew up in Galati, an industrial city on the Danube
about 225 kilometers northeast of Bucharest, Romania’s capital.
Her father manages part of a large steel processing plant there.

After the fall of communism in 1989, educational opportu-
nities improved dramatically for Romanian children. Andreea
attended a private boarding school and during parts of two
summers attended “international camp” at Cambridge
University in England. She learned to speak English and other
languages from a young age and benefited from grandparents
who tutored her and encouraged her to read.

Through the years, she met students, teachers, and family
friends from all over the world who did not share her country-
men’s attitudes about the Muslim and Arab world.

“I read constantly and listened to people who had traveled
and studied widely,” she said. “Plus, I also had a close friend

who was a Muslim. They did not have such hatred in their
hearts. I was conflicted. Then coming to the United States after
9-11, I saw how people here were divided about their feelings
toward Muslims and Arabs, too.”

Going to America
Andreea came to the United States in 2002 to join her mother,
Monica Helweg, a mechanical engineer, and stepfather, retired
Western Michigan University professor of anthropology Arthur
Helweg. She enrolled as a senior at Kalamazoo Central High
School and almost immediately began her college search.

Harvard, Columbia, University of Michigan, University of
Chicago, and other big universities all accepted her. But her
stepfather urged her to consider Kalamazoo College.

“He made an appointment for me with Suzanne Lepley [in
the College’s admissions office]. I never even looked around the
campus before I met with her. But she was wonderful, and I
knew immediately that this was the school for me.”

With a prestigious Heyl Scholarship in hand, Andreea
enrolled in Kalamazoo College in fall 2003 intent on pursuing a
degree in health sciences. Last year, she was one of 18 full-time,
non-U.S. citizens enrolled at the College. Her goal is to become
a physician.

During her three years here Andreea has volunteered at
both Bronson and Borgess hospitals in Kalamazoo, served
externships with a psychiatric hospital in New Jersey and a
gynecology practice in Connecticut—with gynecologist Linda
(Temple) Taylor, M.D. ’75—and worked as a research assistant
with the Kellogg Biological Station and the Southwest Michigan
Land Conservancy, both near Kalamazoo.

She also served an internship with Heartland Community
Rehabilitation in
Kalamazoo, conduct-
ing clinical research in
areas including
geriatric dementia and
depression. In spring
2006  she accompa-
nied health care
workers on a health
care mission to a
remote village in
Nigeria.

In September
2005 she embarked
upon what she
considers her defining
experience to date: study abroad at the American University in
Cairo, Egypt (AUC).

Into Egypt
“Andreea has been fascinated by all things Egyptian since she
was a small girl,” said her mother. “Pyramids, pharaohs, the
Nile; so when she said she wanted to study there, I was not
surprised. But I was also fearful because of the difference in
culture and the situation in the world—the concerns of any
mother.

“Now, of course, I’m very happy she went. She underwent
an enormous spiritual awakening and came back more

“Going to
Egypt was
the best
decision I
could make
for my peace
of mind and
integrity”
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confident about herself than even before.”
Why Cairo? Andreea admits to a long-held fascination with

ancient Egypt and a rich history that she wanted to witness first
hand. But the driving force behind her choice had more to do
with burying part of her own past than it did unearthing parts of
Egypt’s.

“I realized that if I’m going to be a physician,” Andreea said,
“I must not have prejudices against any ethnic group or religion.
I thought the best way to get rid of any lingering prejudices I
had about the Muslim world would be to go there and learn the
culture, learn the religion, and separate the myth from reality.
It was the best decision I could have made.”

Andreea immersed herself in coursework at AUC, taking
classes in world religion and Arabic literature, history, language,
and society. She even took a class on U.S. history that she said

elicited some awkward moments and funny stories.
She experienced Islam by donning a veil, attending prayers

at the mosque with her Egyptian friend Sara Hamad al-Kafani,
and reading the Qur’an.

“I was totally amazed by the Qur’an,” she said.
“Fundamentally the Qur’an and Islam speak to me in much the
same way as the Bible and Christianity. They teach many of the
same lessons and lead you down the same paths. Only the
language, the names of the prophets, and the holy sites are
different. And in fact, many of those are the same.

“I have my differences with it, but I embrace the 
similarities.”

During Ramadan, Andreea fasted along with the locals,
going to Sara’s house to eat with her family at the appointed
hour, on the ground without table service.

“Afterward, I would put on the gallabeya [a long robe-like
garment] and head scarf and go with Sara to the mosque. While

she prayed, I read the Qur’an.”
Andreea visited Alexandria, the Great Pyramids, and other

famous places that fascinated her as a child and still draw
visitors from around the world. A Nile boat cruise took her from
Aswan to Luxor and the Valley of the Kings. She went to St.
Catherine’s Monastery, the oldest Christian Orthodox monastery
in the world, and climbed the 3,750 steps up the “Path of
Repentance” on Mt. Sinai, an experience she called “deeply
spiritual.”

And yes, she took an obligatory camel ride in the desert.
The images that most resonate with Andreea, however, are

the faces of the people she encountered, from United Nations
Secretary General Kofi Annan, with whom she had a chance
meeting, to the poverty-stricken woman who kissed her feet as
Andreea handed her a bag of food. The latter was an experience

she described as both shocking and heartbreaking.
“I heard Kofi Annan say, ‘There can’t be development

without security, nor security without development, and neither
unless human rights are respected.’ I believe that with all my
heart. But I know how hard that will be to carry out. Especially
when you see millions of poor people living in a huge cemetery
next door to a huge mosque covered in gold.”

Andreea’s most cherished memories from Cairo are the
friends she made, especially her Egyptian Muslim friend Sara
and her parents—“My Egyptian mother and father”—who
invited her into their homes, helped her experiment with foods,
explained the many things she couldn’t understand, and helped
her overcome her own prejudices.

“It’s the most complex experience so far in my life,” she
said. “And it was everything I’d hoped for. Now when it comes
to Arabs and Islam, I am not judging and that was exactly my
purpose for going there. 

Above left: Andreea and CMF Nigerian Medical Director Emmanuel Akpo, MD   Above right: Wearing a
headscarf and veil “became second nature,” said Andreea. “Without them, people think you are showing
disrespect. With them, you can more easily blend in and go where you want to go. Here, Andreea has
fun dressing up in a belly dancer’s robe and veil.
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“On the plane back from Cairo, I thought how much I had
changed and yet how much I felt connected to my experiences. I
had the same feeling coming back from Nigeria.”

Out of Africa
In late March, Andreea accompanied a group of surgeons, pedia-
tricians, OB/GYNs, and nurses on a trip sponsored by Christian
Medical Fellowship (CMF) to the remote reaches of the Abia
state in southeast Nigeria. For seven days she assisted a team of
American and African health care professionals as they treated
more than 4,000 Nigerian villagers and farmers, many of whom
spent days walking to and camping out at a makeshift hospital.

“We had no electricity or running water and very little
surgical anesthetic. Someone had to hold a flashlight at all times
during surgery. Prayer and music were a constant backdrop.
While the Christian and
Nigerian practices were
different to me, we all
joined hands and sang
hymns.”

Andreea filled pre-
scriptions, recorded
patient histories, and
assisted with surgical
triage. At night, she
joined the American and
Nigerian staff to discuss
cases and treatments.
She was especially
moved by the plight of
an old man with
Parkinson’s disease
whom she could not
help and by a blind man
whose sight was restored
through a simple surgical
procedure.

“I wanted to witness medical care in that setting and in
that religious context,” she said, “to see how doctors act in that
environment and how I would react. Now I’m more resolved
than ever to become a physician.”

Linda Taylor ’75, a gynecologist, and her husband, Tom
Taylor ’75, an architect, have been to Nigeria before with CMF
and invited Andreea on this trip. They first met her in summer
2005, when she served a two-week externship with Linda in her
gynecology practice.

“Andreea was very empathetic and thorough with patients,”
said Tom. “Despite the physical hardships of the trip, like poor
sanitation and having to carry your own bathwater, she took an
‘I can do it’ attitude and jumped right in to help. This kind of
setting can be a big culture shock for people, but Andreea had
no problems. Her experiences in Cairo and elsewhere prepared
her well.”

Linda believes Andreea’s medical experiences in Nigeria and
elsewhere have prepared her well for the rigors of medical school
and a career in medicine. “Students don’t appreciate the commit-
ment, time, and effort needed to be a physician until they do it.
Andreea has done it. I believe she’ll succeed at whatever she
chooses to do.”

World Citizen
Since her return from Cairo and Nigeria, Andreea has continued
her many academic and health care pursuits. She’s making plans
for her final year on campus and her Senior Independent
Project, contemplating a second CMF medical mission to
Nigeria in August, and helping organize a suicide prevention
fundraising event.

In July, Andreea will become a naturalized U.S. citizen by
reciting the oath of citizenship in front of United States District
Judge Gerald Rosen ’73 in Detroit.

On the spiritual side, she’s re-reading the Qur’an, attends
Friday prayers at the small Islamic center in Kalamazoo near the
Kalamazoo College campus, accompanies her mother to
services at St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Kalamazoo, and occa-
sionally visits a Romanian Orthodox Church in Jackson, about

100 kilometers east of Kalamazoo. 
She also hopes to squeeze in a trip to India soon to experi-

ence Hinduism close up.
“There are just so many things that I want to experience. I

believe that the more I understand, the more I can make a dif-
ference. Before I came to Kalamazoo College, I didn’t believe
that a person could actually make a change. That’s what the
College’s motto should be: ‘We can change the world.’

“When I returned from Cairo, I went back to my diaries
and realized I was not the same person I was before. I was
changed for the better. I don’t believe I could have been a good
physician or a good person with that kind of mentality.

“Now I feel I have more power, more knowledge, and can
actually do something that matters. Cairo gave that to me. And
‘K’ College gave me Cairo.”

Andreea with Linda
Taylor, MD ’75 and
husband Tom Taylor
’75 in Nigeria. Linda
hosted Andreea during
a two-week long extern-
ship in her Farmington,
Conn., gynecology 
practice in summer
2005. She and Tom
arranged for Andreea 
to accompany them on
a ten-day medical mis-
sion to a rural Nigerian
village in March 2006.



Chris Neumer ’97 wasn’t a slacker, necessarily.
It’s just that in the months following his Kalamazoo College gradua-

tion, he had a lot of free time and, well, between cable TV, small art
theaters, and all the video rental outlets, and movie megaplexes around
Chicago there was an endless reel of good movies to watch.

Plus, watching ten movies a week was not atypical for him. As a kid
growing up in Oak Park, Illinois, Neumer had an affinity for movies.
Then, during his undergrad days at Kalamazoo—especially during the
senior countdown to graduation—he was known to skip a few classes in
order to catch a few flicks.

But as the summer of ’97 turned to fall, and fall to winter, Neumer
began to think maybe…it was time… (gulp)…to apply himself.

So did he grab the Chicago Tribune help wanted section, and start
applying for jobs?

“Not a chance,” he said recently during an interview squeezed in
after an interview with actor Josh Lucas. “Instead of just watching
movies, I began to write about them, too. Now, if you want to get
technical about it, I get paid to watch movies.”

Overachievers of the world, eat your hearts out.

FILM
FAN
MAN
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previews

“He told me 
the only way 
I would get

published was 
if I printed them
on my own.”

Chris Neumer

feature attraction

Previews
Neumer cringes at the thought of being labeled ‘a film critic’—“I don’t own
enough pairs of sweatpants to be called a film critic,” he stated—but,
begrudgingly admits that the term is one way of describing what he does.

Neumer’s decision to put his movie reviewing career on track almost
derailed from the start. When he submitted a cache of 50 reviews to a small
suburban Chicago-area newspaper in late 1997, the editor threw them back
in his face.

“He told me they were awful,” said Neumer. “He actually said that if I
brought him coffee he would teach me how to write. The reviews were
awful, of course. But that’s not the way you handle any situation, nor is it
what any 21-year old wants to hear. Hey, I was a Kalamazoo College
graduate!”

Then the editor said something that really got Neumer’s attention. “He
told me the only way I would get published was if I printed them on 
my own.”

Neumer took the rebuff as a challenge, compiled some of his movie
reviews into a four-page newsletter and distributed it free around Chicago in
video rental stores, coffee shops, bars, and anywhere it was allowed.

“It was awful to look at,” he said of the newsletter. “There were no
pictures and the text went all the way across the page. It was brutal. I had to
learn graphics and printing as I went along.”

Nevertheless, people responded to the material. Within a year, the
newsletter upgraded to a newspaper. In 1999, the newspaper became a
magazine, and in the summer of 2000, the magazine became available for
sale on newsstands across the country.

Today, Chris Neumer is founder and publisher of Stumped? a four-color,
100-plus-page quarterly that’s distributed to some 50,000 readers in the
United States and abroad.

Stumped?—as in, “Are you stumped as to which movie to watch?”—
contains in-depth interviews with actors, directors, producers, on-the-set
reports, behind-the-scene scoops, and features and photos galore from all
corners of moviedom.

Though the focus of the magazine has gone from reviews to interviews
and articles, there are still dozens of reviews and ratings in each issue. They
range from Star Wars III: Revenge of the Sith (which Stumped? gave three stars
out of five) and Batman Begins (5 stars), to little known titles like Layer
Cake (4 stars) and Imaginary Heroes (4 stars).

Stumped? has three full-time staff members and a stable of reliable
freelance writer/reviewers, including fellow Kalamazoo graduate Brian
Tallerico ’97. But a big chunk of the magazine is written by Neumer.

All in all, not a bad gig for a guy who readily admits he “went to class—
mostly—read the books, and wrote the papers, but never quite put it all
together” at Kalamazoo College where he earned a Bachelor’s degree in
anthropology.

Feature Attraction 
According to Neumer, Stumped? differs from movie magazines such as
Premiere or Movieline in numerous ways. For one, it isn’t gossipy and
fixated on the red carpet atmosphere.
“We don’t care what Brad Pitt or Angelina Jolie or Tom Cruise do off
camera. We care more about what’s up on the screen. Of course,  
we’ll gladly make fun of anyone, including ourselves. We like to             
think of Stumped? as literate, but smart-assed.
“And at its core,” he added, “Stumped? is about exploring all
aspects of film culture.”
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One recent issue included:

• A behind-the-scenes look at location scouting with a veteran
location manager;

• An interview with actor/writer Paul Reiser;

• Profiles on directors Fernando Meirelles (The Constant
Gardener) and Morgan Spurlock (Super Size Me);

• A feature on the key players in The Beautiful Country: actors
Nick Nolte and Damien Nguyen and director Hans Petter
Morland;

•“How did they get those
shots?” reports on documen-
taries March of the Penguins
and Islands in the Stream;

• A “How did they ruin that
film” exposé on the 
depressingly bad Prozac
Nation;

• “Reel Paradise,” Neumer’s
first-person report from 
the laidback Puerto Vallarta
Film Festival;

• “Movies You Shouldn’t Miss”
profiles on the super animated,
frenetic Sin City, and The Sea
Hawk, the 1940 
film starring Errol Flynn at his
swashbuckling best;

• 20+ pages of movie reviews;

• A sprinkling of movie trivia
and memorable quotes; and

• A letter from publisher Chris
Neumer lamenting how little
the Hollywood movie industry has changed during the past 20
years (“Granted…Eric Roberts and Oprah Winfrey are no
longer getting Oscar nominations, but…the types of movies
the studios are making remain virtually unchanged.”).

As much as possible, “Stumped? focuses on stories and
reviews on good movies,” said Neumer. And while he admitted
that good is in the eye of the filmgoer, it’s his eye that guides
his decisions about what to include in the magazine.

“I know we’ll have a hard time convincing some folks they
should pass up The Dukes of Hazzard in favor of Oldboy, a
subtitled film by Korean director Chan-wook Park. But The
Dukes of Hazzard set the cinematic medium back a few years,
and Park is probably the best director currently working
outside the English language, so we’re still going to try.”

Neumer believes this adherence on telling unique stories
about quality films is the key reason Stumped? has “moved
from a crappy little newsletter” to a respected national 
publication.

“We have a different voice, a different tone than other
magazines,” he said. “We won’t trade that voice for a quick
three-minute interview with George Clooney during which he
talks about how great it was working with everyone.”

Neumer and his writers refuse to conduct these short
interviews or roundtables with Hollywood talent. Instead, they
demand meaningful one-on-ones with their subjects or they
pass on the assignment.

“I loved Batman Begins, but if I talked to Christian Bale in
the month before the movie came
out, I doubt I could have gotten
anything out of him that he hadn’t
said four times already. I’d much
prefer to connect with him three
months later.”

This approach can have its
drawbacks, however. Neumer
remembered turning down lunch
with Nicolas Cage, as well as a
longer one-on-one with Tom
Hanks, because he didn’t think he
could get anything new from the
stars.

“I still wonder if I made the
right call on those two interviews,”
he laughed. “Cage and Hanks are
big, but they were really talked out
when I could have gotten them. In
the long run, staying true to our
plan has worked for us. It’s really
crucial to learn how to say no to
people and not let the Hollywood
publicists waste your time and
suck out your soul.”

Neumer spends eight to ten
weeks each year in Los Angeles,
New York City, and other far flung
locales attending film festivals,

location shoots, red-carpet events, and other industry doings.
Not getting caught up in the glamour and hype is vital to

his journalistic credibility and self-worth, he said. “Going to all
these places is nice, but there’s a certain tedium that can occur
when you start realizing that most of the actors and directors
are only there participating because their contracts demand it.
If you can avoid those situations, then the fun really begins.”

And everything you’ve ever heard about the phoniness of
Tinseltown? It’s true, he added. As evidence, he tells the story
of mistakenly wearing blue jeans to a black-tie banquet in Los
Angeles.

“I got my signals crossed on the dress code. But you
wouldn’t believe how many gorgeous young women chatted
me up. They actually believed that someone who would wear
jeans to such an event must be very important.”
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the end

Closing Credits
Does Neumer think that his insider’s view of the film industry
might allow him to write a good screenplay? “I could tell a
helluva story, based on things I’ve witnessed,” he said. “But by
the time my script got to the screen it would have been watered
down considerably, and just in getting it there I’d have to sell my
soul and deal with too many executives chasing the money,
power, and fame. It just wouldn’t be worth it.”

Besides, there are too many good things about the job he has
now.

“I like my boss—me. Plus, if I want, I get to sleep ’til noon
and stay up late watching a lot of great films. Hey, it’s just like
my college days!”

Although he must endure lousy films “like the abysmal
Catwoman” with Halle Berry, Neumer said he also gets to see
ones like The Constant Gardener, based on the John le Carré
novel, “that make you realize the universe can correct itself.
Being able to then have a nice conversation with the film’s
director, Fernando Meirelles, about the project is a real joy.”

Being a magazine publisher also gives him an opportunity to
express his opinions, which he admitted he has in abundance.
“That’s another thing I liked about Kalamazoo College, all the
arguing with my friends and professors.”

Neumer credits his anthropology degree and classes for
helping him learn how to prepare questions, conduct interviews,
and take notes both on the fly and in formal settings.

He’s not sure what, if anything, he learned sitting at the far

end of the bench during his two years on the Hornet basketball
team. “But I loved it, and I hope one day to be able to endow the
college with a special chair for the player who sits at the farthest
end of the bench.”

Despite feeling like “I got paroled when I graduated,”
Neumer said the impact of going to Kalamazoo College
“increases with each passing year.”

“I have a bunch of great friends from there that I still see,
and I know I learned…well, I know I learned something. If you
asked me when I learned to believe in myself and stand up for
myself, I can’t pinpoint that exactly, but I know it happened in
Kalamazoo.

“I know this sounds horribly cheesy and it’s the kind of
quote I would make fun of if an actor or director said it to me,
but Kalamazoo College was the right school at the right time for
me and I wouldn’t trade my experience there for the world.

“And if I read that in LuxEsto, I will vomit.”

The End
Stumped? has a website (www.centerstage.net/Stumped). “But it’s
not the best representation of what we do,” said Neumer. “Please
don’t judge us by that.” Instead, he asked that you send your
address to him via email (Stumped@centerstage.net) and he’ll
mail back subscription info. If you tell him about some good
movies you’ve seen, he might mail you a free copy of Stumped?
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It’s no riddle how your money can double!
Make a gift to
the Kalamazoo
College Fund
and
Participate
in your
Employer’s 
Matching
Gift Program

You are standing by a river with a 3-gallon container and a 5-gallon container, but
you need exactly 4 gallons of water. Using only the two containers you have, how
can you measure out 4 gallons? Answer on page 44

For more information on how you can make a Matching Gift contact: June Shockley, Assistant Director,    
Kalamazoo College Fund, 1200 Academy Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49006       p 269.337.7236     f 269.337.7262
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One can go mad in pursuit of art. Dominic Smith ’89
understands that particular strain of madness first- and
second-hand. First, as an artist himself. And second, as a
“witness,” so to speak, of Louis Daguerre’s descent into
madness. Passion for an idea, a storyline, an image,
sometimes overtakes him so that he can think of little
else. When Dominic Smith attended a lecture several
years ago about the history of photography, he learned
about the making of the world’s first image, and he felt
the first light of an idea for a novel. 

“I trotted over to the museum right after I heard the
lecture,” he says, “to see this image that had taken 12
hours to expose. It was a ghostly photograph, called a
heliograph, of a pigeon, a house, and a pear tree.”

Smith was intrigued with the shadowy photograph,
created by a man named Louis Daguerre in the mid-
1800s in Paris, France. He was even more intrigued when
he heard about the mercury vapors to which Louis
Daguerre, creator of the daguerreotype, willingly exposed
himself while creating the world’s first practical form of
photography. Mercury was used to permanently fix the
images on the silver plate, but the person using it could
not avoid a degree of mercury exposure. 

“Within a year of inventing this process of exposing
images, it spread worldwide, yet the creator of the
process slipped into oblivion,” says Smith. “I wanted to
know more about this shadowy man, Louis Daguerre,
who worked with increasingly toxic chemicals in perfect-
ing his art, obsessed with trapping a moment in time.”

Much to his dismay, Smith discovered that there was
little information available on Daguerre, only one
complete biography to go along with sparse bits and
pieces indexed in other histories. With so little available,
Smith’s mind roamed into the fictional: what if? 

Dominic Smith’s debut novel, The Mercury Visions of
Louis Daguerre, was published this spring by Atria Books,
a division of Simon and Schuster, to resounding acclaim. 

The New York Times Book Review stated, "Highly
entertaining...Smith is fascinating when he dramatizes, in
a series of rhythmic flashbacks, Daguerre's apprenticeship
to a Parisian stage designer and the remarkable steps by
which he discovered how to create a lasting photograph.
Smith writes vividly...[and] has a talent for descriptive
imagery...he captures nicely Daguerre's passionate interest
in sunlight..."

Kirkus Starred Reviews:  "Smith's beautifully written
debut...A compelling psychological study, a thoughtful
tracing of the birth of a new art form and an atmospheric

portrait
of 19th-
century
France:
impres-
sive on all
three
counts."

The Boston
Globe: "[a] lyrical
debut novel...poetic and
darkly romantic...a fully
imagined and wildly sensual
world..."

And many more. Chasing down
madness, it appears, pays for new
author and fast rising literary star,
Dominic Smith. Smith studied at
Kalamazoo College for one year on full
scholarship, a study abroad venture from
his native Sydney, Australia, where he
had been attending university as a student
of architecture. He credits much of his
writing success to his Kalamazoo College
experience.

“I came to ‘K’ in the fall of 1989,” he
recalls. “I wasn’t happy studying architec-
ture, and coming to Kalamazoo proved to
be a blessing. I wanted to explore what a
liberal arts education might offer, and I
declared theatre my major. I was sur-
rounded by creative, talented people, and
I started to think about a career in the
creative arts for the first time. Kalamazoo
College gave me breathing space, room to
explore.” 
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Smith didn’t return to Australia after his year at
Kalamazoo College. He continued his studies in the States,
and earned his MFA in creative writing from the University of
Texas in Austin, where he now lives. From 2000 to 2003, he
received a Michener fellowship from the Michener Center for
Writers, and, in 2003, he was awarded the Dobie Paisano
Fellowship from the Texas Institute of Letters. His fiction has
been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, and Mercury Visions
was chosen for the Barnes & Noble Discover Great New
Writers Program. 

As the idea for the novel began to take shape in Smith’s
mind, he immersed himself in the world of 19th-century Paris
(home to Louis Daguerre) for a year before setting pen to
paper (or fingers to keyboard). “I sometimes think that the
hardest things to get right in historical fiction are the nouns—
the food, the design of the carriages in which Parisians
traveled, the clothes they wore. It’s in the details; you can’t get
those wrong.” 

To get the details right, Smith read translations of old
French newspapers, French novels, and poetry written
between 1840 and 1870. The poetry of
Charles-Pierre Baudelaire (1821-1867),
along with the poems of his contempo-
raries, provided a window into the
emotions and musings of the minds of
19th-century Parisians, and Baudelaire
would become a character in Smith’s
novel. Smith read and re-read the travel
essays of Charles Dickens that chronicled
the great English novelist’s exploration of
Paris during that time period. He studied
maps and read the diaries of Daguerre’s
contemporaries. He studied old daguerreo-
types as an avenue into the mind of the
creator behind them. 

“There’s something otherworldly
about daguerreotypes,” he says. “Millions
of drops of mercury create each image,
giving them a metallic sheen, a ghostly
shimmer, that appears like a hologram. I
searched for the language that would
reflect this interplay between light and dark—dusk, night,
shadows, twilight—and I used apocalyptic imagery to show
Daguerre’s increasing delusion as he worked.”

Mercury Visions begins:
“When the vision came, he was in the bathtub. After a

decade of using mercury vapors to cure his photographic images,
Louis Daguerre’s mind had faltered—a pewter plate left too long
in the sun. But during his final lucid minutes on this cold evening
of 1846, he felt a strange calm. Outside, a light snow was falling
and a vaporous blue dusk seemed to be rising out of the Seine.
The squatters had set fire to the barrens behind the Left Bank and
the air was full of smoke. Louis reclined in warm water perfumed
with lemon skins, a tonic he believed to be good for his skin and
nerves. The wind gusted under the eaves. He placed a hand
against the adjacent window and from the bath, perched high in
his rooftop belvedere, he felt the night pressing in against him.
His head was partially submerged and he heard the metallic click
of the tenant’s pipes below. It was a message; he was sure of it.
The world was full of messages.”

The mood is set, the madness luminous, and as pages
seem to turn of their own accord, we read of Louis Daguerre’s
growing conviction that the world will soon end, and before it
does, he must capture it in ten images. He lists them to his
friend, the poet Baudelaire:

1. a beautiful woman (naked) 
2. the sun 
3. the moon 
4. the perfect Paris boulevard 
5. a pastoral scene 
6. galloping horses 
7. a perfect apple 
8. a flower 
9. the king of France 
10. Isobel Le Fournier

Isobel becomes the embodiment of a lens through which
Daguerre sees everything as the story unfolds. She is his first
love. She is his last. She is the thread that weaves throughout

his entire life story.
Smith says of the romance in his novel:

“I battled between balancing romanticism
and contemporary sensibilities. I didn’t
want to give in to excesses of melodrama—
but what’s more romantic than the idea of
capturing a moment from the moving rush
of time?”

Precisely what the author himself has
done with words rather than mercury-
etched daguerreotypes. Fans easily won
over by his fine debut will be gladdened to
hear him say: “Who knew you could make
a living as a writer? Stranger things have
happened. This is something I want to do
for the rest of my life, and to keep taking
creative risks and evolving as an artist.”

Mercury Visions was, in fact, Smith’s
second novel, but it sold while he was
sending out his first novel, The Beautiful
Miscellaneous, to editors and agents. "I had

the unusual experience of selling both novels at once. I found
an agent who believed enough in my work that she took on
both manuscripts and sold them together. The second novel,
or the first if one so chooses to look at it in terms of what was
written first, will be published in 2007.   

Currently on an eight-city book tour, Smith is enjoying
the first fruits of success, but not letting any of it go to his
head. It’s wonderful to get good reviews and enjoy strong
sales, Smith admits, but at the end of the day he realizes that
to become too conscious of one’s audience, and to the needs
and whims of publishers, "is paralyzing. Absolutely paralyz-
ing. I must get back to writing the stories that I myself want
to read. That’s the writer’s mission. Occasionally, like all
writers and artists, I might fall into a funk of creativity and
the words don’t want to come." But then, he says, an idea
shines blindingly, and he must return to the writing "and fix
it. Just get in there and fix it. It’s like madness."
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alamazoo College ranks eighth in the country in the
category of small colleges and universities in terms

of the number of alumni who volunteered for the Peace
Corps in 2005. That number, 21 individuals, makes
Kalamazoo College the number one school in the country
per capita last year for the recruitment of Peace Corps vol-
unteers. These rankings were tabulated by the Peace
Corps and announced on January 30. “The willingness of
so many people to use their degrees and life experiences
with other cultures is a commitment no one should
overlook,” said Gaddi H. Vasquez, director of the Peace
Corps. “This news clearly speaks well of the nature of our
students' interests,” said Richard Berman, dean of experi-
ential education at Kalamazoo College, “and also to the
achievements of our faculty, the global work of colleagues
in the College’s Center for International Programs, and, in
particular, the work of Pam Sotherland and Lori Young
in the Center for Career Development. Over the years,
both have cultivated effective practices and relationships
with the Peace Corps staff.” Alumni Relations and LuxEsto
would like to recognize all graduates who served in the
Peace Corps. Please send your name, the country to which
you were posted, and the years you served to Madolene
Stap, associate director of alumni relations, at
mstap@kzoo.edu. 

ophomore Rohan Krishnamurthy was named to the
USA Today College Academic Second Team. 

According to Diane Kiino, Health Sciences, Rohan is the
first Kalamazoo College student to receive this honor. He
was nominated by Leslie Tung, Music. There were more
than 600 nominations this year, with 20 students named
to each of the first, second, and third teams. First team
winners are almost exclusively seniors. “I'm excited that
recognition programs such as USA Today's seek to foster
creative and unique academic pursuits,” said Rohan. “It's
truly an honor to be the only music student selected to
the academic team, especially as one with a non-Western
Classical Music concentration. I hope this helps in setting
a precedent for students to explore and pursue the unique
and out-of-the-ordinary with greater confidence.” 

Rohan is a double major at Kalamazoo College
(chemistry and music) and an expert percussionist with
the mridangam, a two-headed drum from south India. In
fact, in addition to playing the mridangam, he also is
redesigning the instrument to make it more durable and

user-friendly. On campus he has formed a student group
called the Indian Percussion Ensemble for persons inter-
ested in learning more about and then performing Indian
music. He also was a featured performer with the
Kalamazoo College Chamber Orchestra during its world
premier of “Echoes” at the Kalamazoo County Juvenile
Detention Home. The Chamber Orchestra performs for
audiences that do not have the means to attend concerts.
“Echoes” is a musical composition in which the audience
becomes part of the composition itself by making
rhythmic sounds with their bodies—stomps, thigh slaps,
and finger snaps. Rohan's performances, such as the one
at the Juvenile Home, showcase his commitment to share
music performance and music education with under-
served audiences and reflects the College's focus on its
citizens' responsibility for civic engagement.

he Kalamazoo Chamber of Commerce, on behalf
of the Turn 2 Foundation's Jeter's Leaders Program,

has awarded Kalamazoo College the 2006 Chamber of
Commerce Helping Young Leaders Grow Award. The
award honors the College's partnership last summer with
the National Youth Sports Program (NYSP). Designed for
the community's at-risk youth, NYSP uses sports and
education to help develop wellness behaviors and life
skills. A national model, NYSP was established in 1968
and has continued to grow since that time. Kalamazoo
College provided the program locally for two years, with
the help of supporters such as the Turn 2 Foundation, the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation, and the Kalamazoo
Community Foundation.

he Michigan Campus Compact (MCC) honored
Kalamazoo College chemistry professors Regina

Stevens-Truss and Joan Esson with an MCC
Faculty/Staff Community Service-Learning Award. The
annual award—the highest MCC bestows on faculty and
staff in the state—recognizes recipients’ influence on
students to become involved in community service or
service-learning. The two were nominated for the award
by Alison Geist, director of Kalamazoo College’s Mary
Jane Underwood Stryker Institute of Service-Learning. Dr.
Stevens-Truss focuses the efforts of her “Introductory
Chemistry” students on Northglade Elementary School
and its students’ Science Expo projects. She co-founded
the Sisters in Science organization, which connects
Kalamazoo College female science majors as mentors to
junior high school girls with an interest in science. For
five years, Dr. Stevens-Truss has directed a two-week resi-
dential summer program for college-bound minority
students. She also serves on the Women's Board of the
local American Chemical Society, which works closely
with the Girl Scouts on annual events. Dr. Esson partners
with Kalamazoo Public Schools for service-learning in her
“Introductory Chemistry” courses and works with neigh-
borhoods and community-based organizations to test for
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lead and develop lead poisoning education with students
in her “Analytical Chemistry” courses. She has worked
with environmental groups, including the county health
department, to test surface water quality. Along with Dr.
Truss, she works with Sisters in Science, and she also
works with the student affiliate section of the American
Chemical Society to create numerous outreach programs
with public schools. 

en Morris, director and producer of the 
documentary Stolen Childhoods, delivered a lecture 

titled “Poverty, Labor, and Children” as one of the events
surrounding the inauguration of President Wilson-
Oyelaran in March. His lecture was part of a series of
local presentations sponsored by the Lewis Walker
Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnic Relations at
Western Michigan University and helped raise local
awareness about the world’s growing number of child
laborers. Narrated by Meryl Streep, Stolen Childhoods
brings to the screen the personal stories of poor children,
bonded laborers, and slaves. Eight countries are repre-
sented in the documentary, including the United States.
The film also addresses local, national, and international
solutions underway to end child labor, and it celebrates
the resilience of children whose lives are no longer lost to
work. Morris spoke about the causes of child labor, its
costs to the global community and contributions to
global insecurity, and measures required to eliminate it.
The theme of the College’s inauguration was “A
Fellowship in Learning: At Home in the World," and
Morris’ lecture was one of the inauguration elements
focusing on the College’s goal to combine rigorous schol-
arship, civic engagement, and meaningful academic and
living experiences in other cultures in order to develop
students into global citizens, persons who will engage
with issues like worldwide child labor. The inauguration
also featured a keynote address by Nobel Laureate Wole
Soyinka, who talked on the challenge of global citizen-
ship in the 21st century (see page 15).

im Aldrich ’80 has been appointed director of alumni
relations. Kristy Janet is the College’s new manager

of donor relations. Sarah Keeley is the new development
data processor in the advancement unit.

rofessor of English Bruce Mills’ third book Poe, Fuller,
and the Mesmeric Arts is available at local bookstores

or directly from the University of Missouri Press. In the
book Bruce examines how the writings of Edgar Allan
Poe and Margaret Fuller draw from representations of and
theories concerning animal magnetism, somnambulism,
or hypnosis rendered in newspapers, literary and medical
journals, pamphlets, and books. Recent studies have
begun to consider the relevance of animal magnetism or
mesmerism to 19th-century literature and culture, but
this book moves more deeply into what might be termed
the canon of mesmeric study. It will be of great interest
among Poe and Fuller scholars as well as teachers,
students, and historians intent upon understanding the
emerging democratic sensibilities of the American
Renaissance.

rofessor of English Gail Griffin was selected as a
finalist in the annual poetry competition run by the

journal KALLIOPE. The magazine published her entry,
“Solstice Eve,” in its spring edition. LuxEsto reprints it
below.
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Solstice Eve          
for Dede   

It is the whitest restaurant in America.
Even the one black man is fading. 

The booths are packed with doughy Midwestern 
women in Christmas tree and snowflake sweaters.

They order the soup-and-sandwich special
or the chicken fajita roll-up and Diet Coke.

As the waitress comes by to ask if everything’s ok,
the snow starts.  It will go on all afternoon.

The woman whose one child is driving five hours 
home today chews and worries about the roads.

The woman with a black hole eating through her heart
smiles at her friend’s jokes.  The one who’s wakened

heavy with dread every day for weeks talks about
the Fraser fir she got half-price.  Another spoons

chowder to her lips while something shrieks
love me, dammit! in her head.

The snow will fall, thick and quiet, all night. 
Tomorrow is the shortest day of the year, and then

the longest night.  Once, thinking it would swallow us, 
we howled and stamped around a fire, chanting back 

the sun, begging not to be left in this darkness.

Regina Stevens-Truss (left) and Joan Esson flank President Eileen B.
Wilson-Oyelaran at the Michigan Campus Compact’s annual community
service-learning awards ceremony.
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Europe. During the drama, the characters experienced a
transformational awakening through which they realized
their physical and spiritual losses, as well as their mutual
need for one another. 

our Kalamazoo College professors were granted tenure
and promoted to the rank of associate professor during

the March meeting of the College’s board of trustees. They
are Richard Koenig, Art; Charlene Boyer Lewis, History;
Vivien Pybus, Biology; and Jennifer Redmann, German
Language and Literature. Koenig teaches “Photography”
“Introduction to Visual Fundamentals,” “Digital Art,”
“Advanced Studio,” and “A History of Photography.” His
photographic work has been featured in three national
one-person exhibitions and countless invitational and
juried exhibitions. He has been a visiting artist lecturer
and a resident artist throughout the United States and the
world. He holds a BFA (Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New
York) and MFA (Indiana University, Bloomington). Boyer
Lewis earned her BA at Kalamazoo College, her MA at
American University, and her PhD (with distinction) at
the University of Virginia. She has taught at Widener
University, Louisiana State University, Southeastern
Louisiana University, University of Virginia, and American
University. She is widely published and a member of many
professional organizations, including the American
Historical Association, American Museum Association,
Organization of American Historians, Phi Alpha Theta,
Society for Historians of the Early Republic, Southern
Association for Women Historians, and the Southern
Historical Association. Pybus’s research has been
published in many scientific journals and she has
presented her work at numerous scientific conferences.
Her undergraduate students have been important collabo-
rators in her research and have learned much from that
experience. Pybus is an expert on the causes of the vaginal
syndrome bacterial vaginosis, and her research seeks to
elucidate novel, ecologically-based strategies for its
control. She earned her BSc (with honors) in microbiology
and her PhD in microbiology and microbial pathogenesis
from the University of Otago (Dunedin, New Zealand).
Redmann has taught at Ripon College, University of
Kentucky, and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She
also served as a teaching assistant at Gymnasium Uslar in
Uslar, Germany. She earned her BA (summa cum laude)
from Saint Olaf College (Northfield, Minn.) and her MA
and PhD from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She
has won many grants, fellowships, and awards, including
two Fulbright Grants, and she has published many books,
book chapters, and articles. Her professional affiliations
include the Modern Language Association, German
Studies Association, Women in German, American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, American
Association of Teachers of German, Michigan World
Languages Association, and Michigan Academy of Science,
Arts, and Letters.
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ristianna VanOveren of Grand Rapids, Mich., a voice 
student of James Turner, Music, attended the 2005

Classical Singer Convention in New York, where she
received the Marquis award in the Emerging Professional
Division. She was also a finalist in the annual National
Opera Competition, sponsored by Classical Singer
Magazine. That magazine published an article on
VanOveren in its March 2006 issue. In the article, the
rising star says of her Kalamazoo College connection: “My
teacher, James Turner of Kalamazoo College, also helped
me find my way through numerous struggles of a young
and growing voice. He continues to give me unwavering
support and encouragement.” VanOveren has studied with
Turner for four years.

aughn Maatman resigned from his post as dean of
students, a position he held since 2004. He has worked

for the College for 19 years. Under his leadership, the
College made significant progress in addressing issues
related to the National Survey on Student Engagement
data on supportive campus climate. He increased the
student voice on campus and played a critical role as
chairman of the Hicks Renovation Committee.

uring the winter quarter students from Anne Haeckl
and Elizabeth Manwell's cool Classics (and service-

learning) course, Cool Cities Ancient and Modern: Carthage
and Kalamazoo, were involved in developmental work
throughout the City of Kalamazoo with various
community partners.  One such community partner was
the City Development Center.  Students working with that
staff confronted a range of issues dealing with city
planning and diversity in city councils.  The students also
participated in discussion of the issues facing the City
Planning Commission and helped plan that group’s annual
retreat, which took place in March in the College’s Stone
Room. The retreat highlighted areas of significance in city
planning and urban development and featured a presenta-
tion by students of the Cool Cities course. 

n late March, Kalamazoo College hosted the N a
Sonje Foundation, which presented Three Innocents and

a Spirit, an historical drama depicting the interactions of
the peoples from the Americas, Europe, and Africa from
before the time of Christopher Columbus and the cultural
crises that developed from those interactions.
A post-production discussion followed the performance.
The actors included two Haitian men, Harry Nicolas and
Djaloki Ntjitjagagi Jean Luc Dessables (Dja), representing
the Native American and African cultures, respectively,
and an American woman, played by Carla Bluntschli, rep-
resenting the European culture. Dressed in era costumes,
the three actors weaved together mime, dance, puppetry,
interactive participation, and live music to demonstrate
the progression and effect of historical events. The play
exposed the destruction and acculturation of the Native
Americans and the enslavement of Africans, which
resulted in a transfer of wealth and natural resources to
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he Center for International Exchange Program has
conferred upon Ahmed Hussen, Economics and

Business, a Fulbright Scholars Award. The grant will allow
Hussen to work as a faculty member at the University of
Botswana during the 2006-2007 academic year. In
Botswana he will teach two courses and engage in a col-
laborative research endeavor with faculty from the univer-
sity’s department of economics and environmental studies.
The research will focus on the economic valuation of
unique and threatened natural ecosystems. The University
of Botswana is an ideal place to conduct research of this
nature because of its affiliation with the Harry
Oppenheimer Okavango Research Centre (HOORC).
HOORC conducts multidisciplinary research and special-
izes in natural resource management in the Okavango
River basin. The Centre’s work focuses on the develop-
ment of local communities in a way that ensures the use
of resources in a sustainable fashion in order to promote
long-term conservation throughout the entire river basin.
Hussen also has proposed to teach a brand new course
that explores the interrelationships of poverty, population,
economic development, and environment within an
African context. 

egina Stevens-Truss, Chemistry, delivered an invited
lecture at the Annual National Meeting of Biochemists

and Molecular Biologists in San Francisco. Her topic was
service-learning and outreach in the sciences. She teaches
service-learning chemistry courses that involve her
students in science outreach with local public schools,
and she is a co-founder of the College’s Sisters in Science
organization, which pairs Kalamazoo College female
undergraduate science majors with middle school girls on
the brink of losing, or sublimating for the sake of “being
cool,” their authentic interest in and love for science.

ictoria L. Gorrell is the College’s new vice president
for advancement. She began her duties

on July 1. Prior to joining Kalamazoo
College, she was the vice president for
university relations and executive director
of the Weber State University Foundation
at Weber State University (Ogden, Utah).
There she led external relations programs
in development, alumni relations, and communications.
Previous to her post at Weber State she served as director
of development at Randolph-Macon Woman's College in
Virginia and director of regional programs at Ohio State
University. She has taught in both the public school and
higher education settings and was a magazine and
newspaper journalist. 

ara Weiner ’03 resigned from her post as assistant
director of the Kalamazoo College Fund to pursue a

Master’s degree at the Smith College School for Social
Work (Northhampton, Mass.).

une Shockley, formerly the matching gifts coordinator,
was appointed assistant director of the Kalamazoo

College Fund.

ernard Palchick, the Jo-Ann and Robert Stewart
Professor of Art, stepped down from the post of vice

president for advancement in July. He is on a painting sab-
batical for one year and then plans to return to the
College as a part-time major gift officer.

he Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Program makes 
available each year 12 or more distinguished scholars

who visit 100 colleges and universities with chapters of
Phi Beta Kappa, the nation's oldest academic honor
society. This year's Phi Beta Kappa lecture at
Kalamazoo College featured Deborah Stone, research
professor of government and social policy at Dartmouth
College. She delivered a lecture titled “The Paradox of
Equality” in April. “Equality is one of the founding ideals
of the American nation, yet it is something we've never
attained,” she said. “People can agree
on the general ideal of equality, but
support very different interpretations
of it, some of them contradictory. I
use the classical philosophical
metaphor of how to divide a cake
equally and transform the cake
problem into contemporary policy
issues so that we can understand why
equality is a perennial topic of political debate and learn
concepts and strategies to fight for our own visions of dis-
tributive justice.”

y invitation of the new Jewish Studies Program at
Kalamazoo College, Professor of History (University

of Louisville) Lee Shai Weissbach delivered an address on
campus in April titled “The Jewish History of Small-Town
America.” His lecture examined the origins, history, and
significance of American Jewish communities and
unlocked the complexity and diversity of the American
Jewish experience. Weissbach has written on a broad
range of topics, with special emphasis on Jewish life in the
United States. He has lectured widely in the United States
and abroad, and is the author most recently of Jewish Life
in Small-Town America: A History, published in 2005 by
the Yale University Press.

alamazoo College was a top-five finisher in four of
the seven contests of RecycleMania 2006. Nearly 100

colleges and universities participated in the 10-week
event, a friendly competition among university recycling
programs in the United States that provides students with
a fun, proactive activity in waste reduction. Schools 
compete in the different contests to see which institution
can collect the largest amount of recyclables, generate  
the least amount of trash, and have the highest recycling
rate. All participating schools are required to report meas-
urements on a weekly basis in pounds. The university that
recycles the most wins. The purpose of the event is to
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increase student awareness of campus recycling and waste
minimization. RecycleMania helps all participating univer-
sities make achievements in recycling and waste
reduction. Kalamazoo College finished second in the
Grand Champion race (combining recycling and waste
minimization); fourth in the Per Capita Classic (weight of
recyclables collected per student); second in Targeted
Material-Corrugated Cardboard; and second in Targeted
Material-Bottles and Cans. For more information see
http://www.recyclemaniacs.org/index.htm. Rob Townsend
serves as the College’s recycling director.

ohn Carroll resigned as director of admission effective
June 30. During his tenure in that position, which he

accepted in the summer 1997, the college’s first year mean
ACT and SAT scores increased, the number of applicants
increased, and selectivity improved. 

hree internationally eminent bamboo flautists 
performed at Kalamazoo College in April. The event

was part of the Indian Classical Music Concert Series at
Kalamazoo College and featured flautists N. Ramani, his
son R. Thyagarajan, and his grandson Atul Kumar. Joining
the trio were percussionists Raja Rao and Kalamazoo
College's Rohan Krishnamurthy ’08. Ramani is one of
India's foremost flautists. He is an exponent of the South
Indian Classical Carnatic Music tradition and the first
Carnatic flautist to undertake international performance
tours. He has performed extensively in India, the United
States, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. 

ob Grossman, Psychology, presented a National
Science Foundation Chautauqua Short Course last May

in Dayton, Ohio. The title of his course was “Increasing
the Retention of Under-Represented Groups—and the
Learning of All Groups—Especially in Science,
Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology Courses.” His
co-presenter was Craig Nelson, chair of the organizing
committee for the new International Society for the
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning. 

he Kalamazoo College Festival Playhouse presented
three student-directed one-act plays last spring. Senior

Trent Pancy directed Keep Tightly Closed in a Cool Dry
Place, a play constructed through a series of innovative
improvisation exercises. Jessica Stuenkel ’06 directed
Maria Irene Fornes’s play Mud, a dark comedy and biting
commentary on poverty in America. Two seniors, Liz
Goodson and Lauren Russo, reinterpreted the classic
Euripides story of passion, love, and vengeance in their
direction of the play The Medea Project.

lobal Frequency, a weeklong series of events intended
to raise awareness, encourage critical thinking, and

promote feminist and anti-racist activism through creative
expression, took place at Kalamazoo College in May. The
events included documentary films, panel discussions,
performances, and lectures. Among the films were
Kamiriithu, a documentary by Kalamazoo College senior

Jessica Ott about local social action theatre in Kenya.
Other documentaries shown during the week included
The Political Dr. Seuss (a look into the political evolution
of the famous children's book creator's cartooning), The
Grace Lee Project (an exploration of the stereotypes Asian-
American women confront), and School of the Americas (a
chronicle of the protests at the Fort Benning, Ga., military
training school by the International House of Justice).
Poet and philosopher Mark Nepo and 3-D visual artist
Chris Allen Wickler kicked off the performance and panel
discussion events with a combined exhibit and discussion
on the subjects of art, spirituality, and social change.
Other performances/panel discussions included So This is
the Fire, with educators and spoken-word artists Michelle
S. Johnson, Denise Miller, and Linsay Adrian Kelly; a hip-
hop/spoken-word/soul performance by the Detroit Group
Black Bottom Collective; a poetry performance called
Heartbeat by Kalamazoo Central High School students; a
concert by Alef Omar, a group that infuses traditional
Arab music with hip-hop; and presentations by Jackie
Salloum (a Palestinian born filmmaker working on a doc-
umentary on the use of hip-hop by Palestinian youth as a
means of protesting Israeli occupation of the West Bank);
OTHER: Detroit Arab Artists Collective (a group of Arab
artists living and working in the Detroit area); and Evelyn
Alsultany (a professor at the University of Michigan and
an expert on the Arab Diaspora and the changing nature
of racism against Arabs). 

he College's first “Use Less Energy Week” culminated
in an “Energy-Free Friday” that yielded more than

$1,000 in energy savings. During the week  (April 24-28)
the Kalamazoo College community became aware of its
energy consumption and found ways to reduce that con-
sumption. The week was sponsored by the Energy Group
at Kalamazoo College, a collection of students, staff, and
faculty interested in energy use globally and locally. The
group coordinated carpooling efforts, produced a public
service announcement to play on Kalamazoo College cable
TV, and monitored energy use through daily gas and elec-
tricity meter readings. “Energy-Free Friday” featured a
campus-wide effort to use as little energy as possible. The
College compared energy use on that day with the amount
of energy used the previous Friday and then donated the
savings to further energy conservation efforts by the
Energy Group. The comparison showed that “Energy-Free
Friday” yielded natural gas savings of $825, electrical
savings of $400, and service fleet savings of $50.
Chemistry professor Jeff Bartz chairs the Energy Group,
which began with a Kalamazoo College Planning Grant.
The group has researched energy use and energy options,
and the “Use Less Energy Week” project is just the
beginning of the application of what it has learned.

estival Playhouse at Kalamazoo College announced
the events that will compose its 2006-2007 season.

Dubbed “Stories Staged,” the 43rd season is divided into
three parts: “Stories for Children of All Ages;” “New
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Stories;” and “A Storied Fable for Our Times.”
“Stories for Children of All Ages” will feature The

Secret Garden, the musical adaptation of Francis Hodgson
Burnett’s classic 1911 children’s novel. Pulitzer prize-
winning playwright Marsha Norman won the Tony Award
for Best Book for a Musical, and Lucy Simon’s musical
score features melodies such as “The Girl I Mean to Be,”
“Lily’s Eyes,” and “How Could I Ever Know?” A tale of
mystery, magic, and beauty, The Secret Garden explores
themes of rebirth, yearning for the past, and the healing
power of love. The staging features three Kalamazoo
College professors combining their talents, with Tom
Evans, musical director; Ed Menta, stage director; and
James Turner, vocal director. The play runs from
November 9 through November 12.

“New Stories” returns the popular Student
Playwrighting Festival. This year’s festival, 10 by 10, will
feature fully staged 10-minute plays and performances of
staged readings of one-act plays. The festival will occur
February 22 through February 25, 2007. 

Spring will bring “A Storied Fable for Our Times,” The
Madwoman of Chaillot, by Jean Giradoux.  A group of
unscrupulous businessmen plot to destroy the city of Paris
for the oil they suspect lies beneath. Only Aurelia “the
Madwoman” can save the city by outwitting the politi-
cians and financiers. Peopled with colorful characters of
Parisian street life, The Madwoman of Chaillot is a triumph
of humor, satire, and fantasy, and a play that resonates
with current environmental and ecological issues. It will
run from May 17 through May 20, 2007, and feature guest
artist D. Ohlandt as director.

rofessor of Music LLeesslliiee  TTuunngg’s recording of the
Beethoven Op. 2 Fortepiano Sonatas was reviewed by

David Mulbury in the latest issue of American Record
Guide, America’s oldest classical music review magazine.
Mulbury wrote, “Tung’s performance of these three
Sonatas is unequivocally amiable and engaging, full of
verve, energy, and rhythmically both vibrant and elastic, as
the music demands. His recording is an impressive accom-
plishment, given the sometimes capricious response of the
instrument, and is stylistically informed and technically
brilliant...All pianists should study and delight in good
recordings like this, for their exposure to the original
sound will inevitably affect their eventual concept of the
sonority of Beethoven’s keyboard music.” Tung celebrated
Mozart’s 250th birthday by presenting two days of master
classes at the Interlochen Center for the Arts. He also
presented master classes at the Conservatories of
Amsterdam and The Hague in April. 

an Solberg, French Language and Literature, recently
published (with two co-authors) a textbook titled

Controverses (Controversies). The book and accompanying
workbook use hot political and social issues to encourage
second-year foreign language students to engage in mean-
ingful conversation. Already 27 colleges and universities
have adopted the textbook, even though its release date

occurred after the fall, the most
popular time for adoptions. The
number of adopting schools is
expected to climb sharply next fall.
In other news, Jan and Colleen
Perry ’04 presented a paper titled
“The Many Faces of Cinderella:
What’s Universal? What’s Cultural?”
at the Northeast Conference on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages. They
used French, Vietnamese, and West
African versions of the Cinderella
folk tale to discuss how the represen-
tation of universal human concerns varies from culture to
culture. Colleen teaches chemistry and French at a charter
school in inner-city Detroit. Jan also presented a paper
titled “Engaging Language Students in Critical Thinking”
at the national conference of the American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages. Her co-presenter there
was Larbi Oukada of Indiana University Purdue University
in Indianapolis. 

he photography of Richard Koenig, Art, was featured
in a May-June show titled “Subtle” at

FLATFILEgalleries in Chicago. The gallery described his
recent work as “cunningly made photographic records of
an ambivalent reality using his own highly refined
technique of photographing various elements of a space.
Richard reproduces these elements as carefully distorted
paper prints and reintroduces them back into their envi-
ronment, presenting us with intriguing spatial riddles. At
the point where ‘depiction meets deception,’ the viewer is
forced to mold this ambiguous space into their own
concept of what is real and what is construct.” Richard
was a finalist in both the Sante Fe Prize in Photography
and Australia’s Roche Contemporary Art Prize.

Richard
Koenig’s work, 
Untitled (Sit)
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Filling
EMPTY

What good is art to a starving stomach? How
do you fight hunger with an empty bowl?
Breigh Montgomery ’06 came up with
answers to these questions and, with a little
help from friends, used empty bowls to fill
the plates of people in need of food, in
Kalamazoo and throughout the world.

Her classics course (“Cool Cities Ancient
and Modern: Carthage and Kalamazoo,”
taught by Anne Haeckl and Elizabeth
Manwell) inspired her to act, and her art
class (“Ceramic Hand Building,” taught by
Sarah Lindley) provided a strategy for action.
But many a bold endeavor requires allies,
and for these Breigh drew on her connec-
tions as a veteran of service-learning
programs at Kalamazoo College.

t all began in “Cool Cities,” where
Breigh and four classmates researched
hunger and its effects in the Kalamazoo

community and the world. What she learned
(that nearly a quarter of Kalamazoo residents
live in poverty and go hungry) she couldn’t
ignore, and she felt she must somehow
incorporate a stand against hunger into her
Senior Individualized Project (SIP) in art.
But how? The practical art of ceramic
bowls—used as gifts of appreciation for
funds against hunger, and as symbols of
remembrance of our obligation as humans to
address the issue. Breigh’s SIP would be to
organize an “Empty Bowls” event at
Kalamazoo College.

I

Some 500 bowls were created for the
“Empty Bowls” fundraising event.

Breigh Montgomery (left photo, left)
and Cindy Flickinger, Sodexho, prepare
soup for the “Empty Bowls” fundraising
event.

As people arrived at the event, they
each chose a bowl to keep.

or one day in April, Nelda K. Balch
Playhouse appeared to be a battlefield

hospital. More than 40 students were
wrapping or being wrapped in plaster bandages.
The bandages then hardened to become casts for
neoprene bodies that later were put together to
become the proscenium of the stage for Festival
Playhouse’s production of The Imaginary Invalid.

The arch of body casts made from and by
Kalamazoo College students was the brainchild
of Jon Reeves, visiting instructor of theatre arts
and director of technical theatre and design. To
create this unusual stage setting he enlisted the
help of Sarah Lindley, art professor, and her
sculpture class; Todd Espeland, acting professor
and professional mask maker; and other students
from the art and theatre arts departments.

The Imaginary Invalid, a classic comedy of the
French Renaissance by Jean Baptiste Moliére,
has delighted audiences for more than 300 years
and opened at Kalamazoo College in May under
its unusual proscenium to an enthusiastic and
appreciative audience. Moliére writes with great
wit and insight in this story of a hypochondriac
who battles his doctors and his family while
attempting to maintain control of his household.
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The Other Is Family
The Kalamazoo College experience

of Andreea Balan ’07 makes her
at home in the world

Andreea Balan takes a patient history
from a Nigerian woman with help from
her Christian Medical Fellowship
interpreter, Ifeanyl Chukuka.
The cover photo shows a gathering of
patients for the makeshift hospital in
which Andreea served. A team of
American and African health care
professionals treated more than 4,000
patients in seven days.
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